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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
nocessary understanding of the terminology used. Repetition of 
meaningless term~ and symbols will not help to develop the neces-
isary understanding of these terms. It usually creates within the 
child a great dislike for arithmetic. 
1 
2 
This thesis was undertaken to determine the arithmetical 
vocabulary known by a group of fifth and sixth grade students and 
their ability to solve problems using this terminology. Interest 
in'this particular phase of arithmetio originated while teaching 
chj.ldren at these levels. It was observed that some pupils were 
ve!....,. adept at solving oomputational exeroises if the directions 
for these exeroises oontained no teohnioal terminology not under-
stood by the ohild. These same students were not as effioiently 
able to perform the same operations when they appeared in a proble 
solving situation. Here the child was required to know the mean·~ 
,ing of the vocabulary used in order to arrive at a correct solu-
~ (tion. The question then arose as to the effect of technical tar-
t ;'ninolcgy on the solution of problems using ari th.-netical terms. 
Just how important are these terms and in what ways do they help 
or hinder a ohild in developing a meaningful understanding of 
arithmetic? This thesis is an attempt to find the answers to thes 
questions; thus, the speoifio purposes of this thesis are first, 
to determine the students. understanding of technioal terminology 
'ut their respeotive levels, second, to see if they are capable of 
applying isolated known vooabulary to a speoifio problem solving 
lSituation, and third, to make a oomparison of those terms known by 
!the fifth grade students in relation to those known by the sixth 
IGrade stUdents. I Preliminary investigations or previous works concerning 
! ~.ri thmetioal vOC"abulary and its rela tion to problem sol ving were 
r !i,..... _______________________________ _ 
3 
undertaken. To secure a general pioture of the materials relative 
to vocabulary and arithmetio, the early authorities in the field 
as well as those of the present day were oonsulted. Topics perti-
nent to the plaoe of vooabulary, reading and vocabulary, and meth-
ods of evaluation of vocabulary were examined. 
Research concerning arithmetical vocabulary can be traced 
through the past three decades. Unlike the teohnio~l terminology 
used in other subjects, arithmetical vooabulary has not been made 
an important and funotional aspeot of mathematios. 
The ohild, during his school years, has many mathematical I concepts to learn. If these ooncepts are developed and presented I 
'in the proper manner the child will aoon realize that the concepts 
! 
iC0~ not only be Inlown but also understood. Since words are neces-Isary to express our ideas and to understand the ideas of another 
person, it is evident that the ohild, from his earliest oontacts 
with arithmetic and its term1nology, should be able to understand 
~ those terms presented by the teaoher. Learning involves not only 
the meanings of many ooncepts but also the ability to arrive at 
an understanding of when, how and why these various functlons 
operate. Brueoknerl believes that understanding is a more signlfl 
cant oonoept than meaning a8 it indioates the satisfaotion that 
~QccomDanies learning. The understanding to bo acquired is thnt of I~ t0c~ical nnd social nature. The technical phase refers to tho I ) 
, ILeo J. Brueokner, ImEroving ~ Arithmetic Program (New Yorl{. i1954), p. 45. 
4 
~purely mnthematical understandings which include understanding the 
technical vocabulary; understanding the number operations and 
their functions in social situations} understanding why numbers 
l !'operate as they do in the fundamental processes and upderstanding 
tho principles and relationships between numbers, their operations 
and their use. 
Arithmetioa1 vooabulary, like the vooabulary of other sub-
jects, should be first presented in its arithmetical context. 
According to Klapper2 the definition of a term should never be 
presented until after the lesson has been comprehended by the 
child. Evan then, the definition is not to be given verbatim by 
I the teRcher. Through olass discussion the teaoher is to secure I I the important parts of the definition, which will, ~t the sa~2 I 
! time give proof of the pupils' comprehension. Following this, t!:.o' ! j teacher may then alter the language of the definition and put it 
in its correct grammatioal form. Memorization of a definitIon is 
no indication of understanding and the ability to apply the defini 
tion in a problem solving situation. Noting the inaccuracy of 
terms often used in arithmetio and the substitution of words and I I~ phrases for specifio terms, Boyer, Brumfie Id, and Higgins s to. te: Many of the definitions of oonoepts which have been i formulated during the last oentury cannot be presented I formally in the classroom. Consequently, a large , 
!--------
12Paul Klapper, The Teaching of Arithmetic: A Manual for ! TC3.chors (New York, ~l), pp. 99::rOO. / 
I 
~ i 
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vocabulary of helping worda and phrases has been developed for pedagogioa1 purposes. We must not forget, however, that the eXistenoe.of this terminology oan be justified only beoause it 'enables the student to show growth in dealing with quantities. • •• Many useless words have crept into asithmetio vooabulary and some wor~s are used incorrectly. 
Sm1th,4 in 1935, stated that the language or arithmetic is 
often not the language used in everyday life. A ohild does not 
say "Subtract what I have paid and I will give you the remainder 
or differenoe." More likely he would say "Deduct wh~t I have 
paid and I will give you the rest." One of the terms given as 
an example by Smith is the word dividend. This term has an en-
ft:.relY different meaning when used in school referring to the 
process of' division, and outside of sohool when it refers to the 
profits of a stockholder. Other terms similar to this came into 
arithmetic at the time it was taught by memorization of' rules with 
little emphasis on the understanding of these rules and their 
application. Since this method of teaching is no longer used, 
s~ith sees little practical value in retaining this terminology. 
At a later date, Brune5 notes that the language can either 
3Lee Boyer, Chas. Brumf'ield, and Wm. Higgins, "Definitlons in Arithmetic," Instruotion in Arithmetio, The Twenty-fifth Yearbook of the National Council of Teaohers of Mathematios (~ashington, D. C., 1960), pp. 249-250. 
A. 
·David Eugene Smith, "Retrospeot, Introspeot, Prospect," The Teachin~ of' Arithmetic, The Tenth Yearbook of the National CouncIl ttrrI'c[tchers 01' Mathematics (New York, 1935), pp. 203-204, 206-207. 
5Irvin H. Brune, "Language in Mathematics," The Learninr; of 
·,:G.thematics: Its Theor~ and Practice, The Twenty-'fI"rst YoarbooKof' r-Eho Ha.'c-{"Oi1a'l CouncIl 0 Teachers of Mathematics {WashtnGton, D. C., i1953), pp. 156, 183-185. 
i 
S 
hinder or be a help to the learning prooeas. The manner 1n which 
language is use~ may produoe a olear, easIly understood ooncept or 
it may only oonfuse and frustrate the ohild, aidIng in the devel-
opment of an erroneous oonoept. Learning words without an accom-
panying experienoe is a hindranoe to thinking. The vocabulary 
used by a person generally suggests his intelligence and is a 
reflection of his intelleotual achievements. Verbalisms can be 
found abundantly in the vooabulary or arithmetic. One needs only 
to refleot on the days when he heard suoh often used expressions 
as "Invert the divisor and multiply," "Canoe1," "Red'-!-ce to lowest 
terms," "Add the number of plaoes in the multiplicand to the 
':l~]_r:lber of places in the multiplier," and then recall the absence 
of meaning and understanding these phrases had. The prooeSS89 of 
arithmetic beoome mechanioal with little or no understanding 
behind them. 
Boyer, Brumfield, and RigginsS oite the following oha.racter-
istics for good elementary arithmetical definitions. 
1. A definition should oontain words already defined or suffioient1y simple so as to be aocepted as undefined. 
2. The definition will usually be desoriptive, i.e., oorreot but not neoessarily oomplete. The ohild should be given as muoh of the definition as he is capable of accurately understanding at this specific time. 
3. Finally the definition must be useful. This is the most important of the criteria because definitions are the mathematicians tools used in attaoking problems. 
6Boyer, Brumfield, and Higgins, p. 251. 
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Researoh undertalten by Brownell7 brought out the neeessl ty of 
presenting arithmetic as a system-or related ideas in which the 
child must perceive a need· tor learning these concepts and have 
the necessary oonorete experiences in order to develop them. 
Often, as long as the olues are present in a problem the chil~ 
will respond automatically. Take his oue away or reword the 
problem and frustration arises followed by inability to solve 
the same problem whioh before oaused him little or no difficulty. 
Endless drilling on eaoh fundamental prooess does not insure 
understanding and oomprehension of the prooess. 
I 
Several reasons are given by Brownel18 for teaching meanings 
in arithmetic. Arithmetio is no longer looked upon as a tool 
.1 i 3ubject. Emphasis is placed upon the why in problem solving as 
l ';':e11 as how to solve it. Meaningful ari thmetio is retained for 
i a greater period of time and can be reoalled more easily. 
Transfer of learning is more likely to oocur when the subject 
r'1attor is easily understood. 
Drake9 has divided arithmetical vooabulary into specifio 
classifications. Teohnioal vooabulary whioh is related directly 
to the field of mathematics and funotional vocabulary which 
7Wm• A. Brownell, "When Is Arithmetic Mean1ngful?" Journal 2£ Educational Research, XXXVIII (March 1945), 482-484. 
8Ibid., 494. 
9Richard M. Drake, "Vooabulary Instruotion in Mathematics," I ?:2thcffiutlcs Teacher, XXXII {April 1939}, 167. 
~ 
8 
though n:a.thematical in nature functions outside the field of 
mathematics. Other oommon divisions used are technical and semi-
t.echnioal terms or teohnioal and social terms stressing those 
having a purely mathematioal oonnotation and those used outside 
the field of mathematios as well. There is no definite set pat-
tern of classifying the vooabulary of arithmetio. 
Some of the language diffioulties believed to c~use the 
pupil trouble are those oited by Morton. lO 
1. Technical vocabulary is often introduced before the child is mature enough to oomprehend it. These terms, after being presented, are not used frequently enough to provide retention. 
2. Many unnecessary terms and phrases are used without an explanation on the part of t~e teacher. 
3. Terms may often be explained oorrectly but the language used in giving the explanation is above the level of the learner. 
4. The explanations of terms are often vague and not adequate to allow oomprehension. 
5. Familiar words and expressions are often used in an unfamiliar way. 
6. Explanations which lead the learner to arrive at the wrong cono1usion do not give him an understanding of the term in its relation to mathematios. 
A study of mathematioal vocabulary appearing in current 
periodical literature was made in 1941 by Bertotti. 11 In .this 
lOR. t. Morton, "Language and Meaning in Arithmetic," Educa-ti:on~.l Resea.rch Bulletin, XXXIV (November 1955), 198-203. 
IlJoseph Bertotti, "The Mathematics of Current Periodical ,L~ tora ture, It r,'T&.thema tics Teache:t;, XXXIV (November 1941), 317-319. 
9 
study six oonseoutive issues ot the Readers Digest were used. The 
issues were thoroughly read and all mathematioal terms underlined. 
These were then reoheoked by a seoond reader. A total of 3,130 
mathematioal terms were found in 340,185 running words. This 
total terminology was oomposed of 360 different terms which were 
then tabulated according to frequenoy. Seventy-five of the ter~s 
occurred more than ten times, with per cent, the most frequent 
term, occurring 184 times. From this list 285 terms were found to 
occur less than ten times. Bertotti conoluded that an intelligi-
ble reading of ourrent literature was impossible witqout an ade L 
knowledge of mathematical terminology. 
I Young12 states that one out of every ten words in our lan~J.t'\.r;:: 
.. is fou..l1.d to be a mathematical term. Some of these terms, as add-
end, quotient, minuend, and subtrahend have meaning in school dur-
ing the arithmetio period only.· They have no practical applicati~ 
to the cr~ldts life and experiences outside of sohool hours. Othe 
terminology is often treated in a superfioial manner and does not 
produce understanding of terms •. The number of technical terms 
should be kept to the lowest minimum possible. Those concepts 
taught should be developed to the point of understanding and mean-
ingful use of the term should ooour in future olasses. 
Not all pupils will respond to the learning of these terms 
12 VIm. E. Young, "Teaohing Quantitative Language," Edt1cat~(\n D~~est, XXII (January 1957), 47, 49. 
10 
at the same rate of speed. As in all other learning situations 
individual differenoes must be oonsidered. The slow learner will 
need many more re,peti tions of the explanation regarding the same 
term than the bright or even the average ohi1d. Nevertheless, he 
must still be taught so as to understand as muoh of the termin-
ology as his level of maturity permit~. 
When examining reoently published texts in arithmetic, it 
will be noted that one of the objeotives of present day arithmetic 
is to develop a meaningful vooabulary of use~ul technioa1 termi~­
ology which speoifies ideas and the relationship between them. 
Thus Alexander, seeing the need for suoh a vooabulary holds that 
\l'cho responsibility of developing and improving the general and 
tochnicel vocabularies that are associated with elementary 
mnthematics lies in the hands of the teacher."13 
As the teacher is respons.ible for developing the meaningful 
technical terminology of arithmetio, it must first be assumed 
that the teaoher has a oonsoientious awareness of this terminology. 
The clear concise meaning o~ eaoh term and its application to the 
arithmetical prooesses should be a part of every teacher's back-
gro~~d before he attempts to develop its understanding in others. 
In a report of a study by Gorman in 1938, it was found that~/enty­
five per cent of the teaohers or prospeotive teaohers failed to 
l3Burton F. Alexander, "Language Development in'Mathematics through Vocabularies," Mathematics Teacher, XL (December 1947), 389. 
11 
pass an arithmetio vooabulary test. There was a significant dif-
ference between the vocabulary known by teachers and the vocabu-
lary known by the prospective teaohers. Gorman advocated the 
teaching of technical vocabulary to prospeotive teachers, especial 
ly those terms ooncerned with the fundamental operations of whole 
numbers, the vooabulary of oommon and decimal fraotions, terms 
related to units of measurement and large numbers, both Arabic and 
Roman. 14 He also found a definite lack of knowledge in signs and 
in the abbreviations of terms. 
Another aspect of vooabulary whioh the teacher ~ust consider 
is the method ot presenting terminology. In trying to explain a 1 
lterm. the teacher must be aware ot using superfluous words uhich I 
Imight lead the learner to the wrong oonclusion and develop ~sun-
i d,-:;:c:1 J..:.o.ndlng rather than meaningful comprehension of the term. ~ 
, I.:cSwain and Cooke15 caution the teacher in substituting what he 
believos to be simpler terminology tor the abstract term which 
should be taught. Neither should the teacher alter the term in 
any way because of diffioulty in accurate spelling. Spelling of 
a term should be demanded in relationship to the ability of the 
, 14prank H. Gorman, "The Arithmetic Vocabulary ot the Elemen-It.ary School Teacher," Elementarz School Journal, XXXVIII (Janua.ry 1938). 378-379. 
1~. T. McSwain and Ralph J. Cooke, Understandin~ and Teach-in3 Arithmetio ~~ ElementarI Sohool (New YorK, 1958~p. 314. 
12 
, child. Olark and Eade16 believe that mathematical terminology 
should be used only atter other more comprehensible terms have 
been used and understood by the pupil. Even then these terms 
should not be dropped in tavor of the mathematioal terms but 
nhould still be used along with the teohnioal terms. 
Methods of teaohing arithmetioal vooabulary have ohanged 
during the last three deoades. Pupils are no longer mere passive 
listeners and the teacher the imparter of each minute detail ct 
arithmetio. The trend 1s 1n the direotion of guiding and motivat-
ing the ohild to think and discover the meanings of the termin-
ology and its practioal applioation to a given problem solving 
i situation. By giving the ohild less verbal belp the teacher is, 
in reality, helping the pupil to use and develop his powers of 
l 1"9 as oning. 
Koenker17 applies the fundamental prinoiples of learning to 
the aoquisit10n ot mathematioal akills. These principles he 
J sts.tos c.s follows: 
t 
i 1. Learning should be organized and meaningful. Our nunbor system logioally organized is based on some value of the pov{er of ten. 
2. Learning should be logical. The structure of our number system is suoh that it will develop understandin~s that cannot be attained by drill alone. 
l6 John R. Clark and Laura K. Eads, Guiding Arithmetio Lenrn-in!; (New York, 1954), p. 81. II - ........ 
I . l7Robert H. Koenker, "Psyohology Applied to the TeD-ohi n~ of ! ~\.r·lthmctic," Arithmetio Teacher, V (November 1958), 26l-2G4. ; 
~------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
, 
13 
3. Loarning should develop gradually from the concrete to the abstract. The c~ild £irst needs conorete familiar experienoes before.he can be·expected to comprehend the abstract, 
. 4. Learning 1s intensified and beoomes more permanent when· the pupil 1s guided to disoover meanings tor himself. 
5. Learnings should be conneotod with one another. The prooesses of adding and subtraoting should be carried through to division and decimals as well. 
6. Learning should prooeed trom the whole to the individual parts. This tollows the G~stalt theor~ of learning. 
7. Drill will best serve its purpose when it follows mean-ingful learning rather than preceding it. 
8. Learning must be systematioally presented in an organized program. 
9. The goals of learning should be made known to and under-stood by the pupils. 
10. 1,Iotivation is necessary in order to have the child form a favorable attitude toward the learning situation. 
Teaching arithmetic vocabulary to insure comprehension and 
understanding is the problem of the individual teacher. The 
methods, techniques, and devices used will differ with the teacher 
according to the ability and maturity level of the members of 
.. 
his claas. Alexander18 be11ev~s that the teacher hes certain 
obligations concerning instruction 1n arithmetioal terminolopy. 
He must realize the important role reading plays in sol,rintj 
nrithmetio problems. The growth of an arithmetical vocabulary is I something real 8.1 though 1 t is a slow gradual process. Repe the 
.J • ~ ·:.0r.chor must be aware that children tend to use term~ wi th some 
18Alexander, p. 389. 
14 
degree of accurateness but often without a real knowledge ot their 
correct meanings'. The growth of an ar1 thmat1cal vocabulary 1s a 
reflection of the teacher's skill. It is his responsibility to 
set up the aims and functions for teaching vocabulary and to use 
the suitable methods andtechniques to aooomplish the desired 
objeotives. 
At tho very beginning of his elementary sOhool days a ch11d 
encounters many different teohnica1 vocabularies. One of these 
,[lmch he is expected to develop and retain through the years is 
the vocabula~ of arithmetiC. Yet until recent years little I emphasis ha. been plaoed upon helping the ch11d aoquire this 
I, °fO 1 1 d : ::>peCl l.C .:{110W e gee e -
I 
Growth 1n mathematioal vocabulary, like any 
I other lealning process, should ot necessity be a slow, gradual , but meaningful growth. 
f 19 I Hollister and Gunderson in discussing the vocabulary oi' 
! children in the primary grades state that an accurate arit~etioal 
! 
vocabulary should be built from the very beginning of grammar 
school days. At this level terms should be used in context so as 
to develop the" oorreot understanding of the term: as it applies to 
arithmetic. Kerfoot20 reminds the primary teaoher that the 
, 1Q ! vGeorge E. Hollister and Agnes C. Gunderson, Teaching ! Arithmet~~ ~ Grades 1 ~~ (Boston, 1954), pp. 99-100. I 
; 20Ja:nes F. KGri'oot, "VocRbulary in Primf\ry Arithmetic Te)l':ts," i Th~ RoaQin~ Teacher, XIV (January 1961), 177-178. j 
i , 
, 
15 
vocabulary used in arithmetic has not been introduced in the 
reading class. 'Therefore it is the duty of the teacher to provide 
the necessary instruction for the arithmetical vocabulary. This 
instruotion should lead to the development of the reading vocabu-
lary as well as the building ot arithmetical concepts. New 
terminology should be introduced as the child progresses and is 
ready to undertake the meanings of new terms. A child is not 
ready to continue on to a new learning experience simply because 
the teacher has presented a term the previous day. Conorete 
learning experiences and continued repetition until the child 
grasps the meaning of the term in its abstract form are essent~al.1 
f Tl'.0 amOlL"1t of time spent on vocabulary development varies accord- i 
~ 
, 
ing to the experiential background of the members of the class. 
A study was undertaken by Chase2l ooncerning the words used 
in arit~~etic textbooks. It was conoluded that the words often 
I 
s used in these books are not found in other fields of learning. 
Problems often presented oonditions not true to life. They use 
vocabulary not suited to the pupilts experienoes and often not 
even known by the pupil. Fifteen years later Pressey and Moore,22 
2lSara E. Chase, "Waste in Arithmetio," Teachers College 
if-ocord, XVIII (September 1917),370. 
22L. C. Pressey and W. S. Moore, "The Growth of Mathematical 
Vocabulary from the Third Grade through High School," School 
Roview, XL (June 1932), 452. 
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as a result or their investigation round that so~e ~erms were 
learned at an,early age and were retained. Others were learned in 
the grade wherg they were taught and were then forgotten. Still 
others were acquired gradually at various levels while some terms 
were never mastered. The test used oonsisted or 106 technical 
terms. Of these terms eighty-nine were never mastered by more 
. 
than fifty per oent'ot the pupils and only thirty-six were 
mastered bY' ninety-tive per oent ot those tested .. 
Buswell and John23 from their research found· that punils in I I the same grade level differ in the size of their arithmetical I vocaoulary. Gl'owth in the terminology 1s not at a standard rate 
" il 
.. I fOl'" [;.11 Children in grades four to six. It was also noted that I the ability to respond corr'ectly on one type' of test does not 
I
! indjc~te complete comprehension of the term. 
An increase 1n the· knowledge of technioa1 vooabulary can be 
brought about only by training and concentration on the terms 
when presenting them to the class. Dresher24 says that training 
I 
helps to understand conorete problems. Failure to understand the 
terminology indicates failure to oomprehend the ideas represented 
by the terms Which must necessarily lead to failure ·In applying 
the correct solution to the problem. 
23Guy T. Buswell and Lenore John, The Vocabulary of Arithmetic (Chicago, 1931), p, 41. ---
--I 24Richard Dresher, "Trainlhg in Mathematics Vocabulary," !Educational Rosearch Bylletin. XIII (November 1934),203. 
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The teacher often assumes the ohild understands more of the 
vocabulary than he actually does. In solving reasoning problems, 
unfamiliar terminology and irrelevant data lead to confusion and 
lack of oomprehension by the learner. Pressey and Elam referrtng 
to the relationship of problem solving and vooabulary "are con-
vinced that one outstanding souroe of error in arithmetio prob-
lems and of antagonisms toward arithmetio lies in the fact that 
, children do not know what the words mean. Most investigations of 
I 
the matter seem to show that knowledge of subject me.t~er and 
mastery of teohnioal vooabulary go hand in hand."25 
Many souroes of diffioulty arise in arithmetio wnioh are 
! jOased.on the child's inability to read and understand the concepts! 
: u~-;od ll1 the problem. A slow learner in fifth or sixth grade, 7fi th 
I 
!poor reading ability and limited intellectual powers, wi',l by the 
I 
vGry r..ature of this disability be unable to solve a problem at 
that level. Therefore he should not be expected to solve the 
I sume probleMS as normal fifth and sixth graders but should be 
i 
siven those suited to his ability. In order to attain some feel-
ing of success, easier problems should first be given to the slow 
I learner and then gradually he should be led to attempt the more 
difficult problems. An immature child, acoording to Clerk and 
Eads,26 attempting to solve a problem beyond his oapabilities will 
25t • C. Pressey and M. K. Elam, "The Fundamental Vooabulary 
of Elementary School Arithmetic," Elementary School Journal, 
ZY::III (September 1932), p. 50. .; 
2GClarlc c.nd Ends • 261. 
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invent his own method in order to have the feeling of success. 
Since he oannot comprehend the necessary relationships he vdll 
tend to ignore the words either beonus~ he oannot read them or 
they make no sense to him. He will then be ooncerned with the 
numbers only. His decision to add, subtraot, multiply or divide 
will be determined by the way the numbers look to him. 
! Reading involves the understanding of words used in exprsss-
ling another'S ideas. It is of major importance in problem solving t 
~ 
I situations. If the learner finds the words unfa~iliar he is 
I 
already handioapped in arriving at the oorrect solution. Should 
th~se terms be of vital importance to the aoourate solving of the 
) problem there is little hope for a correot solution. 
I Eruackner27 lists the following reading abilities as 
~ 08senti1'J.l for the development of an effective arithmetic progrl:lm. I 
t . '.
I t ; 
1. The ability to read numbers and comprehend their meaning. 
2. Reading involved in learning numbers and their opera tiona. 
3. Knowledge of arithmetic vocabulary. 
a. technical terms 
b. units of measure and their abbreviations 
c. quantitative vocabulary used in soclal applications 
4. Reading skills necessary for reading and solv~ng toxtbook 
problems. 
5. Ability to interpret charts, graphs, maps, and tables. 
6. Skills needed to aoquire information in studying the so-
cial aspeots of arithmetic. 
27Brueckner, pp. 52-57. 
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Emphasis has been plaoed .primarily on oomputational skills. In-, 
struction in specifio reading skills so neoessary to the study or 
arithmetio has been negleoted. There is a need for greater 
integration between reading and arithmetio. 
According tOGrossnickl~ and Brueokner28 the various ideas 
oonveyed by the ari~etical vooabulary are a oontributing factor 
to the reading diffioulties of the problems. Words normal to a 
fourth grade child's vooabulary appearing in the first twenty-five 
htmdred words of the Thorndike word List can often oause difficul 
in reading and oomprehension. "The square of the sum of two 
numbers is equal to the· square ot the first number added to twice 
the produot of the first and seoond number, added to the square of 
the second number. rr29 While a fourth grade child would probably 
! }.;:nor; all of these words in isola tion or in his reader, when used I ' I in this mathematical context, they have no meaning and he is I incapable of comprehending the ideas these words are trying to 
.: convey. I, 
• 
Brink30 notes that almost every page of an arithmetic text-
(. book contains some technioal terminology. If a teaoher is to 
28Foster E. Grossniokle and Leo J. BrUeokner, Disoovering ,~I~eanin~a in Arithmetio (Philadelphia, 1959), p. 325. 1, 
-I 29wl111run E. young, "The Language Aspects of Arithmetic," ~Scl:.ool Scionce and Mathematics, LVII (March 1957), 172. I 30Wl1liam G. Brink, Directing Study Activities in secondnry lSchools (New York, 1937), pp. 525-526. i 
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direct study skills he must be sure that the pupils can read 
intelligently the printed matter ot the text. In arithmetic the 
learner needs skill in reading tor details. Besides the under-
standing of the teohnioal vooabulary so neoessary to problem 
solving, common words are often used that have a mathem&tioal 
connotation. Here the learner must be sure to know the exact 
meaning of the word used in its arithmetical context •. 
Johnson3l made a study to determine the amount of improvement 
made in problem solving atter speoifio instruotion in arithmetio 
vocabulary. A comparatively.homogeneous Junior high sohool popu-
lation was used. The testing was done as part of the regular 
3rithmetic period. The actual experiment lasted for fourteen 
'weeks and covered, 1'i ve chapters in the text agreed upon by the I t0Qchors. The experimental period was divided into three sections , j 
lEach period was preceded and followed by vocabulary and problem I 801vi~; tests. Emphasis was placed on the acquisition of vocabu-
lary rather than oomputational skill. At the expiration of the 
fourteen weeks the experimental group was found to have mode great 
or progress than the control group in vooabulary and problem solv-
ling. A test administered three months later still found the experimental group superior to the oontrol group in the retention 
10f knowledge. Johnson conoluded from his study that training in 
,--I 3lHarry C. Johnson, "The Effeot of Instruction in Mathematics. vocabulnry upon problem Solving in Arithmetic," Journal 01' I Eo.t'.ca tLmul Research, XXXVIII (October 1944), 97-110. -
~ -
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ari th'netical vocabulary should begin as soon as the .formal study 
or arithmetic begins. Regular use o.f the terminology would insure 
retention of the knowledge gained. 
Schorling32 lists four steps in problem solving. 
1. sensing the problem. The child should be able to under-
stand the circumstances under which the problem arises. 
He is more likely to understand the problem i.f it is re-
worded in his own vocabulary since technical vocabulary 
is not a part of his li.fe. 
2. Appraising the data. A problem solving situation should 
contain irrelevant data as well as necessary data. The 
learner should be able to select only necessary informa-
tion involved in the solution of the problem. 
3. Analyzing relations. A reasoning problem depends upon 
the ability to visualize the conditions o.f a problem, a 
knowledge o.f how to plan its solution, and the ability to 
judge the reasonableness of the answer. 
4. Co~putation. The learner must have the ability to per-
form the actual computation once he has decided how to 
.solve the problem. 
30m3 practical prinCiples given by Schorling for problem 
solving are to give special attention to the teaching of reading. 
nost difficulties in problem solving arise .from inability to read 
or are due to a low intelligence. Often it is due to a combinatio4 
of the two. schorling advises the teacher not to rush the child 
I~ into problem solving 8i tuations. 'The maturity and experiences of , the learner will be great assets to the teac?er. His third I p~inciple is to train the learner in the analysiS of a problem. I This series of steps is one type that can be used. 
1----------------
Ii 32na.leigh Schorling, The Teaching 2!.. Mathema tics (Ann Arbor, 1936), pp. 109-115. :'. __________________________________ --1 
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1. Read the problem care1"ully and know the meanings of all 
the words. 
2. Decide what you are asked to find. 
3. Note the given f&cts as well as those which are implied. 
4. Make a decision msto the operation that should be used. 
5. Estimate the answer. 
6. work the problem. 
The pupil should be allowed to solve reasoning problems according 
to his own method not according to a tixed standard set up by the 
teacher. The slow learner will use a Simpler method than the 
average or bright student. 
clurk and Eads33 identity a child as being ready for problem 
i ! solving ir he can find the solution readily and in more than one 
~ i 'i;ay. He should have an explanation as to why he used ~ particularj 
I ill0thod. Irrelevant data should not confuse him. Ability to talk I c.lj·::::ut the problem and the circumstances under which it might occur 
as well as the ability to formulate problems or his own with 
similar situations are all indications of readiness ror attacking 
problem solving situations with accuracy. 
Brueckner34 states that difriculties arising in proble~ solv-
I ing stem from one or more reasons. These he believes to be low 
mental ability, limited environmental experienoes, lack or reading 
D.bility, and poor methods of instruction. 
33Clark and Eads, p. 262. 
34Brueckner, p. 78. 
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A teacher interested in improving the arithmetical vocabulary 
of bis students will use to the best possible advantage any con-
crete materials that are available. Grossnickle, JUnge, and 
Metzner35 state that these ma teriala can include anything the. t 
will be a help to the learning process. The success of a meand~­
ful arithmetic program depends upon the materials used as w&ll ~s 
tpe methods of instruotion. These materials should be objects 
that can be handled such as charts, pictures, diagram~, and other 
manipulative objects. schubert36 suggests games involving the use 
0+ terms such as building a list ot words that &re related to a 
basic term. Another idea that could be of valuable assistance is 
to let the brighter students help those who are having difficultie • 
l Grossnickle and Brueckner)1 cite the use of community resources 
and field trips in helping the children see arithmetic in action 
~ as an important part of daily life. Measuring ins trumen ts and 
devices can be studied in relation to their use in industry. The 
background and history of arithmetic can be explored through the 
I 
use of the library_ To arouse the interests of students a npecial 
mathematics club can be formed to enrich their arithmetical 
experiences. 
35poster E. Grossnickle, Charlotte Junge, and William Metzner 
"Instructional Materials for Teaching Arithmetic," The Teaching of Arithmetic, The Fiftieth yearbook of the National sOcTety for £he Si;udy of Education (Chicago, 1951), pp. 164-165. 
36nelwyn G. schubert, "Formulas for Better Reading in Math-eJ1'':J.tics,lI school science and Mathematioa, LV (november 1955), 651. 
. 37 Grossnickle s.nd B~kner, p. )67. 
Various means of evaluating the learnings of arithmetic have 
been given by educators. Brownel138 rates the paper ~d penoil 
test as the most common test used by teachers. He notes however, 
that this type of test measures isolated knowledge ra~er than 
knowledge under practical oiroumstanoes. Scores of s\1.ch testa 
have a tendency to be misinterpreted. Morton39 holds that tests 
often neg1eot to measure the more important aspects of arithmetic. 
The true and false type test when used in arithmetic usually 
I measures the chi1d t s knowledge of faots. The multiple choice I test while also testing faotual knowledge gives the learner a 
choice i'roJ:11 three or more possible answers which seem reasonable. 
Tho matching and completion tests are not widely used in 
uri thme ti c • 
paper and pencil tests are usually conoerned with measuring 
computational skills and problem solving abilities. other phases, 
such as an understanding of the number system, estimating answers 
and rounding numbers are ignored. 
The standardized tests are considored superior to any type 
of teacher-made test used in arithmetio. The advantages and 
limitations of these tests are given by Morton.40 Faotors in 
38"Vi11iam A. Brownell, "The Evaluation of Learning in 
Arithmetic," Arithmetio in General Education, The sixteenth 
Yearbook of' the NationalCouncl1 of Teachers of Mathematics 
(lIew York, 1941), pp. 265. 
39nobert Lee Morton, Teaohing Children Arithmetio (New york, 
1953), pp. 519-520. 
40rbid., pp. 520-525. 
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favor of the standardized tests are the preparation of these tests 
by experts in the.field.ot arithmetio; two or more equivalent 
forms ot the test comparable in difficulty; class and individual. 
ratings are given aocording to set norms and standards. While 
these tests have detinite advantages they also have their limita-
tions. They tend to test only oomputational and reasoning skills. 
VIi th this fact in mind, teachers often drill only on these skills. 
in order to prepare the pupils for the test. other limitations 
. ere the emphasis placed on speed in these tests and items not yet 
taught are encountered by the learner. 
I The i~portunce of diagnostic testing is stressed by GrO$S-, 
; nickle end Brueckner4l in order to .find the individual pupil's 
~0aknesses in arithmetic. These tests should be given at the end 
of each unit be.fore beginning new material. This enables the 
teacher to correot any errors in the learnerts comprehension ot 
. 
the subject matter be.fore he attempts to acquire new knowledge. 
The use of the case study method ,can also be of valuable assistanc 
to the teacher. Indioating where the ohild is making his errors 
and hnving him solve the problem orally gives the teacher some 
knovlledge of the reasoning used by the ohild. 
sueltz42 suggests a written test followed by an interview 
41Grossnickle and Brueokner, pp. 384, 388. 
42Ben A. Sueltz, "Measuring the Newer Aspeots of FUnotional Arithmetic," El~mentary School Journal, XLVII (F0brunry 1947), 326 
rand disoussion with the teach~r AS one valuable meaBu~e or l::rni~l 
f 
in ari thme tic. 
spitzer43 reoommends a variety ~£ tests to be used in evalu-
ating arithmetical learnings., Sinoe many uses of arit~~tic in 
daily life involve mental skills, the use of oral test~ is sugges-
ted. Everyday arithmetic problems seldom require an efact answer, 
therefore problems should be given that ask for approxlmate answ~ 
only. The language of the textbook should not be used in testing. 
This 1s likely to test the Child's memory of textbook language 
I ra the r than comprehension of' the ac tual conoep ts • I Alexander lists the f'ollowing criteria to be taken into 
, consIderation v/can teaching the vooabul ary of z.ri thIno tic to 
'11 children. 
1. "The language should be within tho maturity, range, 
and understanding of all the pupils. 
2. The language should be based upon the,actual needs and 
life experiences. 
3. The teacher must have complete knowledge of the language 
of mathematics and its .varied applications. 
4. The vocabulary should be selected in terms of the aims 
and content of the course or study in rna thema ti cs .,,44 
43Herbert F. Spitzer, "procedures and Techniques for Evalua-
ting the outcomes of Instruotion in Arithmetio," Arithmetic 1948 
(Chicago, 1948), pp. 18-20. 
}+4Alexandor, p. 390. 
CHAPTER II 
DETAILS OF THE RESEARCH 
The testing program tor this research was carried on in a 
large parochial sohool on the south side ot Chicago. The school 
contains four classrooms ot fifth grade students taught by lay 
teachers and four olassrooms ot sixth grade students taught by 
the Sisters. Each room, at the beginning of the school year, had 
been grouped homogeneously according to reading ability. Th3re 
YJ~.S a further grouping wi thin each room into the basic group or 
those reading at grade level or above and the corrective group 
or those reading below grade level. Group A contained those 
children wi th the highest reading scores according to the Stanford 
Achievement Tests. These comprised the basic group. The correc-
tive group was composed of the stUdents havir~ the highest scores 
among the children below grade level. Group B included the 
children with the next highest soores at both levels with Group C 
containing those children wlth the soores just below Group B. 
lowest basic or grade level group and the lowest of the oorreotlv 
or below grade level were plaoed in Group D. This same situation 
oxisted in both fifth and sixth grades. No rearrangement of this 
grouping was found to be necessary for the testing progra~. Test~ 
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',:ere to be administered to all the children in each room regardlee 
of ability or lack of ability to perform on the tosts. Exception 
was made in the case oJ: three fifth grade pupils who wore absent 
at the time of the testing and wore not able to return to school 
f'or several weeks. The 4 g;;.oups at'the fifth grade level con-
tained 163 children as did the 4 groups at the sixth grade level. 
making a combined population of 326 children used for testing 
purposes. 
Several fifth and sixth grade arithmetic texts were examined. 
A study made ot tho termlnologyot these books wns tound to be 
similar to the vocabulary used in the series Growth in Arithmetic. 
This was the text used by the fifth and sixth grade children,who 
t participated in this research project. , 
I A lis t of tho ari thme ti cal torminology used in the .fif'v1.t u_~:\l ! 
" :six th grade books of this ~30ries was compiled. From this lis t , 
soventy-eight terms were Eelected which appeared to occur frequent 
I ly throughout the text. Terms and symbols pertaining to the 
fundamental processes. fractions. decimals. and un1 ts ot measure 
were chosen. Terminology used in daily life was also included in 
the list of arithmetical vocabulary. Some of the terms were 
common to both fifth and sixth grade arithmetio, others were 
indicative of sixth grade arithmetic only. seventy-five of these 
( tG~S woro to be used in construction Test I, & test of nrit~~eti­
cal vocnbulary concerned with the definitions o£ the given terms. 
Tncnty-tyVO of' these sevonty-.five terms and three addi tional terms 
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were to be inoorporated in Test II, a problem eolvln:::; test 
involving the use or arithmetioal terminology. 
Table I, below, indicates the terms selected trom the tifth 
and sixth grade test. These ter.ms have been classiried under term 
inology related to the rundamental processes,rractions, decimals, 
units of measure, counting measures, ter.minology used in daily lit~ 
terms reI ative to the measurement ot tigures, and tlve miscellan-
eous tenns. The terms listed in the table include those used in 
both Test I and Test II. . . 
Fundamental 
processes 
addend -
box'row 
minuend 
product 
remainder 
subtrahend 
difference 
multiplier 
p~rtial products 
T:1ultiplicand 
dividend 
auotient 
divisor 
total 
sum 
divided by 
M~_ s co llane ous 
Roman numerals 
O'rauh 
U .- ht '.\tl3~g 
avorage 
TABLE I 
ARITHMETICAL TERMINOLOGY 
Fractions 
mixed number 
lowest terms 
common denominators improper traution 
equal 'l'raction 
cuncella ti on 
denominator 
COllL'non fraction invert 
of 
tel'llls 
unlike fractions 
Units. of measure 
century· --
leap year 
square inch 
gross 
~280 ft. 
cubic foot 
2000 lbs. 
dozen 
toot 
It 
counting measures 
Place value 
annexed 
millions 
tens plaoe 
Deoimals 
two places to the lel't 
decimal Doint hundredths 
decimal fruction 
Daily life 
tr5t":ttIa"t".tng 
reduced 
selling price 
as much a.s 
P. M. 
purchased 
earned Q,eposit l.nbome 
capacity 
reasonable 
twice 
Measuring terms 
square 
rectnngle 
porimeter length 
volume 
dimensions 
d~lJth 
i 
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The vocabulary test was to be constructed in two parts. A 
preliminary multiple choice test was devised using seventy-five 
terms in isolation and giving those tested a choice of four 
possible answers. The test was then administered to 287 pupils as 
a trial test. After checking the results of this test, changes 
were made in those items where the wording was not clearly under-
stood. In some instances the pupils inserted what they thought 
was the correct detinition ot • term rather than using one of the 
possible choices. The answers that appeared logioal to the child" 
I manner of reasoning were inserted in place of ,?ne ot.'the original 
I possible answers. The test was then rewritten in its final form. 
To f'acilitate correotion of the papers an answer sheet was also 
drawn up for this test. A copy of the test and the answer sheet 
appear in Appendix I. 
part two of the vocabulary test was composed of twenty-fIve 
terms conoerning arithmetioal terminology used in context. Twenty 
two of these terms appeared in the first part of the vocabulary 
test while the remaining three were introduced as new terms in the 
second part of' the test. The purpose of the second test was to 
determine whether pupils responding cor~ectly to a term used in 
. isolation could respond in the same manner when the term occurs in 
Is. problem solving situation. Preliminary testing was conduoted 
and revisions were made in the test. No answer sheet was needed 
for this part of the test. computations were kept simple and 
, sufficient room was allotted for working ,the problems on the test 
! 
n 
paper 0 See APpendix II ror a copy or this test. 
Final copies o~ both parts or the test were duplicated as 
well as the answer sheets ror part one. 
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Copies or several standardized arithmetic computation tests 
were examined. It was decided that the stanrord Intermediate 
Arithmetic computation Test" Form X would be used. This tes't 
comprised of rorty-rlve exercises requiring only the use of 
computational skills appeared to be the best standardized test 
suited ror this research. The primary purpose or administering 
this test was to determine the ability of the fifth and sixth 
grade students tested to solve exercises not dependent upon a i knowledge 01' ari thmetical vocabulary •. In this test the child i • 
.:.~:L-;cn a chelco of' .fOU!' possible aW'lwers. Tlu'(\!$ or th(\ ,fv-\ll" 
_'~l,)ict)s S1'e possible correot snSl'f~rs l"'.!!il~ t....':~ .!\:':.~rt.h c~1,:'i .. " 
II !'O:;:':"esents an s.nswer t..l).s.t is not giv~n.. Tha t"st r'!I-::.u.ir,,~s t::" studont to know the mea.nings or such ba.sic terminology as add, I subtract, and multiply_ It is also necessary for the pupil to 
know the meanings of the symbols + , .,-" x, and ..;... The test 
includes problems involving the computation of whole numbers, 
fractions, decimals" and denominate numbers, as well as one prob-
lem in finding the average, one in percentage, and two problems 
~requiring ability to read graphs. Spaoe is provided on tho tost I 
pnper for marking the answers. The actual computation or the 
problems had to be performed on separate paper since space was not 
I ! ulloy;cd for solving the problems on the test paper. These papers 
~.--------------------------------------------------~ 
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were then checked against the choice of answers on the test papers 
It was ~ound that in Bome cases the computation was perrormed 
correotly on the one paper but .the wrong answer was marked on the 
test paper. In such instances the problems were considered as 
correct. 
Mental maturity is at times a controlling factor in the pu-
pil's ability or laok of ability to perrorm at grade level. 
Intelligence quotients were determined for each pupil tested 
according to the otis Qui.ck-Scoring Mental AbiIl ty Tests: Beta 
Test, Form Em. To ~aol11tate oorreoting the separate answer sheet 
edition was used. 
The teachers were consul ted and the proposed resee.rch was 
0xplained to them. Each was asked i£ he would be willing to 
&110;7 his class to p£lrtloipa te in this projt'ot. A.s:lUNUh.'<' 'HU' 
given that the work or administering and oorreoting the test.s 
",,'ou1d not be allocated to the teachers. Every er£ort was ms.de to 
insure each teacher that the results of the tests would not be 
used ~or purposes of oomparing one toaoher's work with that of 
other teachers. The only thing asked of the teacher was that he 
be willing to permit the testing to take place during class time. 
In all cases the teachers were round to be very cooperative. 
The actual testing program at the fifth grade level was con-
ducted by the principal of the school. Two or the sixth grade 
teachers volunteered to do the testing at that level. Before 
administering any or the tests, each test was thoroughly explaine 

~ 
test includes a selected part or the terminology or one arithmetic 
text at the ~itth Qnd sixth grade levels. A 'broader sampling or 
such materials might give additional in£ormatlon. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH 
Eaoh grade used tor testing purposes was divided into four 
rooms. In the disoussion of the' test results the groups in Grade 
5 will be olassified as A, B, C, and D. The groups in Grade 6 
will be referred to as AI, Bl, al, and Dl. 
An analysis of the terminology appearing in both vooabulary 
tests will be made to show the dependenoe of problem solving upon 
2 comprehonsive knowledge of the vocabulary contained in the 
problem. These terms \nll be disoussed according to the order of 
clo.ssification previ)usly given in Table I. Statistical results 
for each group and for eaoh grade will attempt to show the differ-
ences existing between the groups and eaCh grade. By means of 
partial correlation, the relationship between arithmetio computa-
tion and arithmetical vooabulary ydll be disoussed. 
Terminology related to the tundamental prooesses that ap~d 
in both tests were addends, minuend, produot, and quotient. The 
results of Test I showed that seventy per cent of the fifth grade 
were able to define the term addends oorrectly.The term minuend, 
appearing twioe in Test I was defined by twenty-four per cent of 
tho entire group while torty-two per oent were capable of identi-
fying a minuend in a given subtraotion example. Produot, a term 
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I 
whiCh often causes many children difrlculty was derlned correctly 
by rl~ty-rive per cent. of Grade S with eeventy-three per e~nt able 
to identiry the product in ~ given multiplication exercise. Quo-
tient, G. tE'lI'lU related to the process or dl vision was correctly de-
fined by 31xt~-seven per cent of the fifth grade population. Tabl~ 
II gives the per cent of correct responses for each term related 
to the ~lndnmental processes in both vocabulary tests. The re-
su.I ts for each Sl:'OUp and for the combined fifth grade are shotm. 
TABLE II 
PER CENT· OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR TERMINOLOGY RELA TED TO THE FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES 
FOR GRADE 5 
--
I~:er:n GROUP 
-A B C D 
- Addend 
Test I 76 57 68 77 II 76 62 76 80 
Minuend 
Test I 
9 26 22 ·24 25 26 45 45 41 37 Test II 33 17 17 17 
product 
Test I 
15 83 37 M! 65 31 ~~ 70 72 Test II 30 22 52 
Quotient 
88 ~ ~~ 57 Test I II 86 60 
l'OTAL 
70 
74 
24 42 
21 
55 
73 42 
69 
62 
-
An analysis of the results o£ Test II as indicated in Table I 
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sho\"l'S a slight Ino:rea.s~ in the per oent or oorr"ot response in the 
t:l.ppll,'}at1cn of t..lieterm addends to aspeo1tio problem. An ~ddi­
tiOl"lal eight per centaonneoted the torm with the process of 
nddition but r~iled to perform tho oorreot oomputation. Elevon 
per cent [Jubtr.ncted the given numbers. Group A maintained the 
3nrne soore on both tests. All othor groups showed A slight 
increase in the por c~nt of correct reaponse tor Test II. 
The term minu.end though introduced in the lower grades still 
appears not to be understood by ma.ny o.f the studonts. III iteo 
j n~.n2' of Te.:!t I, the pupIls wore askod .for tho d()flni tion of 
I ninunnd. Twenty-sevon per cent of the fifth grade pupils defined 
the tor.m as the number you subtract, twelve per cent RS the 
::',::ls':;er to a subtract:!. on exercise, and thirty-.fl v~ per cent said 
t...11.e answer was not given. An incroase ot correot response rlElS 
/ 
shown tor item twenty-six whiCh asked for the ident1rioation or 
the minuend. The most common error made by thil'ty-soven per <'ent 
of the class was to idant1ty the subttahend as tho nlnuend. 
co.m~ring tho results ot Test I with those or T~st II, all soores 
showed a decline in the rate ot correot response. Given the 
subtrahend end the difference, only twenty-one per cent of the 
fifth grade performed the correct solution. Tho most notable 
error WDS to subtract the differenoe from the subtr&hend, calling 
tee answer 209 the minuend. This error was made by fifty-two 
per cent of Grade 5. 
I 
chaos 1s often caused in the mind of a child when he encoun-
ters the term product unless he understands its meaning as used 1 
arithmetic. As shown in Table II the best response to the term 
'Vras in item thirty-one of Test I 'Where identi!'1oaUon or t.h~ 
-
product for a given multiplication example was neoessary. When 
raced with the actuality of solving for a product in Test II, tho 
per oent of oorreot response deoreased. Forty-two per oent 
correctly applied the term with an additional ten per oent select 
ing the correct process but failing in the computation. Thirty-
four per'cent of Grade 5 applied the term to addition, six per 
cent to subtraction, and eight per oent did not work ~he problem. 
The term quotient, correctly defined by sixty-nine per cent 
of Grade 5 showed a slight decrease in correct response on Tea t II. 
Gl"OUpS A and B scored lower on Test II with Groups C and D scorins 
sli&~tly higher. Table II shows sixty-two per cent responding 
corroctly on Test II. The correct operation performeq by twenty-
three per cent of the class showed failure in the computation ot 
the problem. A common error was the omission of the zero in the 
quotient, giving 19 rather than 109 tor the answer. Lack of a 
clear understanding of the term was indioated by ten per oent ot 
the fifth grade members who listed the dividend or divisor as the 
quotient and by eight pupils who did not attempt the problem. 
Among the sixth grade population there was a larger rate of 
correct response tor eaoh term in oomparison to the fifth grade 
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responses. The term addends gave little d1t.ficul ty to any o.f 
the groups in either Test I or Test II. The poorest response was 
made by Group 01 in the application o.f the term In Test II. Four 
per cent o.f the class subtra~ted the given addends while seven 
par cent using the process o.f add! tion .failed to secure the 
correct answer. 
A study 01' Table III andthe results 01' the term minuend shows 
the best response made was in the identI.ficatlon o.f the term wIth 
a given number .from a subtraction exercise. All groups in the 
sixth grade show a marked deorease in the rate o.f correct response 
.for the same term in Test II. porty-seven per cent 01' the 
po,ulQtion tested solved the problem correotly while forty-five 
per oent subtracted the dl.f.ferenoe.from the subtrahenq as was ' 
done by Grude 5. The definition 01' the term minuend was kno~n 
to sixty-.four per cent 01' the entire sixth grade. 
The poorest response to the term product ooourred in T~~t II 
wi th sixty-nine per oent of the class 6lIUlw"ring oOl"l"Ootl,.. 
Eighteen pupils in response to item .fifteen o.f Test I aaid ~~~1 
would add the numbers i.f Asked to .find a produot. III Test II 
however, thirty-two students believed they hlld oox'reotly solved 
the problem by adding. Three pupils subtraoted the given numbers 
and one divided.. The bes't re sponse as shown in Table III was to 
item thirty-one 01' Test I calling for the identi.fioation of the 
term \dth a given multiplioation exercise to whioh ninety per cent 
or more 01' eaCh group gave the correot response. 
. , 
TABLE III 
PER CEUT o.F CORRECT REsponSE FOR Th"'RMINOLOGY RELATED TO. THE FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES,... 
Torm 
Addend 
Test I 
Test II 
Minuend 
Test I 
9 
26 
Test II 
product 
Test I 
15 
31 
Test II 
Quotient 
Test I 
Test II 
Al 
95 85 
77 85 
62 
82 
92 
70 
97 
86 
FOR GRADE 6 , 
Bl 
98 
90. 
85 
93 
76 
Group 
" 
01 
9.3 
76 
71 
93 
71 
88 
56. 
.. 
Dl 
85 
88 
$1 
68 
39 
68 
90 
59 
40 
Total 
9.3 8S 
64-82 
47 
77 
92 
69 
90. 
02 
, 
--------------~--------~--------~------~---------.~-.-------
The rate or oorreot response ror the term quoti~nt Sh0W:J a 
deoroase or twenty-eight per oent between Testa I and II. All 
groups in Grade 6 showed Q poorer response in applying the torm 
than in IdentIfying it with Group Bl dropping from ninety-rive 
per cent to forty-five per cent on Test II. Nirie per cent of the 
class errors were made in division with the common error the 
omission or the zero in the quotient. Only one 'child .;..-
dividend. one the div1sor, and three failed to work the problem. 
one child Changed the problem to a fraotion problem and then pro-
ceeded to solve it oorreotly. 
The vooabulary tests showed little understanding of most 
of the terms related to fractions and their operations. This 
was found to b~ espeoially true of those terms pertaining to the 
multiplication and division of traotions. The study of traotions, 
begun simply at the fifth grade level, is primarily knowledge 
to be attained from sixth grade arithmetio. The per oent of 
correct response for Grade 5 for terminology concerning fractions 
liS given in Table IV. 
! The tel"m mixed numbers \"ias 'c'orrectly defined by ninety-three 
iper cent or Grade 5 with eighty-seven per cent able to reoognize 
la mixed number in Test II. 
Equal fractions. though introduced in fifth grade when the 
study of fractions 1s first begun, 1s not clearly understood by 
n majorltr of these stUdents. The poorest response was made 
by Group C with fifty-nine per oent defining the term oorreotly 
but only thirty-seven per cent able to ident1fy a set, of equal 
fract1ons. Group B showed the greatest deorease in the rate of 
oorreot response dropping from eighty-five per oent on Test I to 
a twenty-five per oent oorreot response on Test II. 
. ' 
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TABLE IV 
-
PER CENT 'OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR TERMINOLOGY RELATED TO FRACTIONS FOR GRADE $ 
. ' 
. 
Term ~ Group 
", 
A B C D Total 
Mixed numbers 
Test ,I 98 95 90 87 93 II 90 80 93 85 87 
Equal Fractions 
Test I t% 85 59 62 68 II 25 37 50 40 
cancellation 
Test I 38 45 20 ' 30 33 II 2 7 39 0 12 
Lowest to!"lT'.3 
Test I 83 52 66 65 67 II 52 50 63 67 58 
Invert 
Test I 52 52 66 37 52 II 12 15 63 2 23 
Co~aon denomina~ 
24 Tost I 19 27 22 23 II 33 62 2 70 42 
Improper traotion 
51 60 68 45 58 Test I II 26 S 15 12 1$ 
ot 
, Test I 10 47 .39 12 27 II 48 42 .39 35 41 
Table IV shows a very poor response to the term canoellation i I by the i'ifth grade. Thi~ terminology introduced at tho sixth 
19vel is therefore unknown to most fii'th grade students. r Grade ~ 
.. 
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Thirty-throe per cent of the combinod fifth grade were able to 
define the term but only twelve pe~ cent understood the process of 
cancellation suffioiently to work the problem on Test II correctly 
The application of the term was known by thirty-nine per oent of 
-Group C but only two per cent· of' Group A, contaIning the brighter 
. children had the oorreot response. No ohild in Group D was oapa-
ble of applying the term. Forty-four per oent of Grade 5 made no 
attempt to solve the problem. 
Another arithmetical term related to traotions i~ that of 
lowest terms which is formally introduoed. at the fi.ft{l grade 
level. According to Table IV, the definition of' the term had il. 
ereuter per cent of' correct response than did the app+ication of 
the tel"m in Test II. Group D was an exoeption to this Vii th a. 
score two per cent higher on Test II. 
Invert, another term introduoed in the sixth grade was 
kno\vu by few fIf'th grade stl~ents. The meaning of the term invert 
was known to fifty-two per cent of Grade 5 but only twonty-three 
per cent of the class knew how to invert in Test II. Soores on 
. Test II for all groups were.lower than the scores on Test I. 
Group A showed the greatest deorease in soores while Group C h&d 
tho least differenoe between the two tests as is shown in Table 1\ 
Thirty-five per oent of Grade 5 did not attempt to invert the 
.fraotion given in Test II. 
The results of Test I show little understanding of the te~Jl 
CO!;1mOn denominator used in both fifth and sixth grade arithmetic. 
~4 
Twenty-three per cent o£ Grade S correctly de£ined the term with 
Group B having the highest correct response of twenty-seven per 
cent. The responses to this same term in Test II were greater ror 
£11 groups except Group C dropping rram t.enty-ro~ ~r o~nt on 
Test I to two per cent on Test II. The greatest increase was 
shown by Group D with a twenty-two per cent correct re~ponse on 
Test I and a seventy per cent correct response on Test II. 
Improper fractions, a term common to both grades was correct-
save the two types of improper fractions as both having the numera 
tor lnreer than the denominator. other students gave proper frac-
tions and mixed numbers or a combination o£ all three as the two 
types o£ improper £raotions. Nineteen per cent did not respond. 
The last ot the terminology is of, as associated with trac-
tions. Although this term is not only related to fractions, it is 
of primary importance in the study ot fractions in Grade 6. Since 
this is terminology of sixth grade arlt~tic the,responses for 
Grad.o 5 to both tests were low. only twenty-seven per cent 01' the 
stufents responded correctly on Test I. Of the remaining stUdents 
three defined the term as plus, eighty-six as divided by, and 
twenty-five as from. In oross checking with the replieo given on 
1:-5 
Test II these answers were not consistent. In Test II only one per 
son added, two subtracted and fifteen divided. The per cent of 
correct response rose to torty-one per cent vdth all groups scor-
ing the same or higher in Test II. Thirty-three persons in GradeS 
did not a tteropt to solve the -problem in Test II. 
All terminology related to fractions used in both vocabulary 
tests should be known to the sixth grade stUdents. The per cent of 
correct response tor these terms for Grade 6 is shovm in Tablo v. 
TABLE V 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR TERMINOLOGY 
RELATED TO FRACTIONS FOR GRADE 6 
Hixed numbers 
Tost I 
II 
Equal .fractions 
Test I 
II 
Cnncellntion 
Test I 
II 
Lowest terms 
Test I 
II 
Invert 
Test I 
II 
co~~o~ denominator 
Test I 
, II 
100 
100 
90 
90 
62 
80 
95 
90 
100 
100 
Improper fraction 
Test If ~~ 
31 
100 
93 
88 85 
61 
78 
95 
90 
90 
95 
i8 
100 9;; 
100 
78 
59 
71 
85 
80 
93 
93 
76 
76 59 
,32 
44 
73 
66 
73 
90 
'22 
63 
Total 
98 
93 
89 
78 
54 
6b 
87 
82 
89 
95 
Test I Q5 
II 1j2 88 76 
-;- ~==!;I =========, 
93 
00 
88 
73 
Table V shows that in Groups Al, Bl, and 01 all pupils 
correctly defined the term mixed numbers but in the identifioation 
of a mixed number in Test II only Group Al was able to hold its 
perfeot score. Results of both tests s~ow little diffioulty in 
the comprehension of this term by any of the groups. 
All pupils in Group C1 correctly defined th~ te~m equal 
fraotions but only seventy-eight per cent of the group were able 
to deter.mine a pair. of equal traotions in Test II. Group Dl 
showed the greatest decrease in the rate or oorreot response 
dropping from seventy-six per oent on Test I to fifty-nine per 
cent on Test II. :Eighty-nine per cent oi'.the entire sixth grade ! responded correctly on Test I with seventy-eight per cent able to 
identify the equal fractions in Test II. 
The results of Tests I and II show that the prooess of oan-
oellation studied in sixth grade ari~et1o 1s not oloarly undor-
stood in its meaning or applioation. only fifty-four per oont ot 
the populatio~ tested were able to define the term and sixty-eiGht 
per oent were oapable of applying the prooess of oancellat~on. 
Table V shows that among the sixth grade stUdents Group Dl had the 
poorest .response on both tests with Group Al having the bost 
rosponse. Tyjenty"one per cent of the entir~ clB. ss atte:snlpted the 
problem but failed to solve it with two per oontor orQdo 6 le&v~ 
the problem undone. 
Eighty-seven per cent of Grade 6 understood the meaning of 
lowect terr.1s and eighty-two per cent were able to reduoe a 
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fraction to its lowest terms in Test II. Group Dl had the most 
difficulty with the ter.m having seventy-three per cent of the 
group defining it correctly and only sixty-six 'per cent able to 
respond correctly on Test II • 
. ' ~ Taught ill the sixth grade. the term invert was known by all 
pupils in Group Al on both Tests I. and 'II. Responses tor this 
tel~ on Test II were the same orhigner tor each group in Grade 6 
with ninaty"'flve per cent of the total population tested applying 
the term correctly. Group DI showed the greatest inorease in 
correct response between the tests going from seventy-three per 
cent on Test I to ninety per oent on Test II. While ninety-five 
per cent of the sixth grade wel'e able to invert a number only 
eighty-nine per cent understood the meaning of the term as show.n 
on Test I. 
comparing the results of Test I with those of Test II given 
in Table V, in each group the definition or the term common denom-
inator was more dirficult than the application of the term. A 
thirty-seven per cent correct response on Test I indicates a lack 
of clear understanding regarding this term although eighty per 
cent were able to supply a common denominator in a given problem. 
A term ~aml1iar to sixth ~rade students is that of improper 
rractions. Eighty-seven per cent or the sixth grade wer~ abl~ to 
doflne the tenn but only thirty-three par cent were able to respoD 
correctly when asked to give the t~"1u types of iI:lpropor rractions 
in Test II. Forty-eight per cent of the class gave two fractions 
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both or whi.oh had .thenumeratcr larger than the denominator, rail-
ing to indicate the improper rraotion ,in whioh the numerator is 
equal to the denominator. only two pupils did not respond to the 
item in Test II. 
Tho definlt:ton of the term of as used in fraction was known 
to eighty-eight per cent of Grade 6. or the remaininG students 
tested one defined the term as plus. fourteen as divided by, nnd 
five ch'~se the mea.!1ing to be trom. Soores for all sixth grade 
gronps Vfere lO'."ler on Test II than those of Test I with a total 
"!'AspODse of seventy-th't'ee per cent. Although one person dofined 
the torm as add, two students added the given nUj'nbers in Test II, 
oighteen divided and twelve pupils railed to respond. The 
inconsistency of the responses on these two tests indicates n 
lack of clear understanding of this term by some of the stUdents 
in the sixth grade. 
Ari thmetical terrainology pertaining to d;)oilUuls is tnught in 
sixth grade or introduoed simply at tho fifth grade level if 
suffioient time or the ability of the group permits. Responses to 
these terms made ~y Grade 5 naturally will be lower than those or 
Grade 6. Tuble VI gives Q con;parison ot the per oent of oorreot 
response between Grados 5 and 6 for the torms deoimal point, 
dGn~minator, and decimal tractions as indicated from the results 
! of Tests I and II. 
, 
, 
I 
I 
TABLE VI 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR TERMINOLOGY 
RELATED TODECI MALS FOR GRADES 5 AND 6 
Grade 5 Grade 6 
Term 
A B C D Total Al Bl 01 Dl , 
Decimal point 
~ Test I 69 60 %~ 55 95 88 80 78 II 95 75 82 100 98 95 93 
Denominator 
Total 
85 
96 
Test I 24 17 15 32 22 70 68 59 ~ 58 II 14 0 2 0 4 90 95 80 85 
Decimal Fraction . 
~~ 40 Test I 60 27 25 77 76 66 49 67 II 88 67 65 71 92 90 93 93 92 
As shown in Table VI a majoritY'of the fifth grade popula tior 
were able to recognize the symbol for the decimal point in Test II 
but only fifty-five per cent were capable of defining it as a sym .. 
bol used to separate the place value one from the place value one-
tenth. At the sixth grade level ninety-six per cent of the class 
responded correctly in Test II and eighty-five per cent defined 
the term in Test I. 
The denominator when referring to decimal fractions was 
understood only by four per cent of the fifth grade with Groups 
Band D falling to have any member respond correotly in Test II. 
Vmen asked to give the denominator for the decimal .76 the oommon 
a.."lswer,s given were 16, 7, or 6. Twenty-two per oent of the entire 
fifth grade knew how the denominator in a deoimal fraotion was I determined in comparison to fifty-eight per oent of Grade 6, 
., _______________________________ --1 
so 
Scores on Test II for Grade 6 were much higher for each group 
giving a total response or eighty-five per cent. 
The terminology, decimal traction, was defined by forty per 
cent of the fifth grade with seventy-one per cent able to dis-
.- . 
tinguish a decimal fraction from other numbers given in Test II. 
Eighteen per cent ot the class listed 5/10 as a decimal fraction, 
five per cent gave 96, and one per cent chose 4t as the decimal 
traction. In defining the term, twenty-seven per cent of the 
fifth grade said a decimal fraotion was one in whioh both 
numerator and denominator were expressed, thirteen per cent said 
the n~~erator was not expressed, and twenty percent stated that 
the numerator must be larger than the denominator. Table VI shows 
a marked increase 1n the per cent of oorrect response for the 
term decimal fraction made by Grade 6. Ninety-two per cent 
selected the decimal fraction and two failed to respond. The 
per cent ot correct response tor Test I was considerably lower 
with sixty-seven per cent responding correctly. Nine per cent 
said the numerator was not expressed in a deoimal fraotion, 
fourteen per cent said both numerator and denominator were 
expressed, and nine per cent held the numerator to be larger than 
the denominator. Two pupils lett the item blank in Grade 6. 
The rate ot correot response for tl:e terminology, estimate 
and reduced, which are often used in daily lite are shown in 
Tsble VII on the following page. 
TABLE VII 
PER CENT OF. CORRECT RESPONSE FOR TERMINOLOGY 
USED IN DAILY LIFE FOR GRADES 5 AND 6' 
Term Grade 5 Grade 6 
A B' C D Total Al Bl Cl Dl 
Estimate 
Test I 95 95 76 85 88 100 98 100 95 
II 66 40 34- 35 44 82 85 71 68 
Reduced 
Test I 98 95 85 92 93 97 100 100 93 
II 98 82 68 80 82 92 100 95 78 
51 
Total 
98 
77 
98 
91 
An analysis of the term estimate shows that ninety-eight per 
cent of Grade 6 and eighty-eight per cent of Grade 5 defined the 
I term correct~y on Test I. Table VII shows the results for the 
same term used in Test II to be lower in both grades. Forty-four 
per cent of the fifth grade and seventy-seven per. cent of the 
sixth grade were able to estimate the cost of four baseball bats 
at ~~3.98 each. Among the fifth grade population, thirty-eight 
of the students found the exact cost while two based their oompu-
tation on four bats for $3.98. In the sixth grade, six pupils 
found the exact cost and two misunderstood' the problem and 
assumed all four bats to cost $3.98. 
A majority of both fifth and sixth grade students understood 
the term reduced. Nlnety-elghtper cent of Grade 6, with Groups 
Bl and Cl having a perfect score, responded correctly. At the 
fifth grade level there was a ninety-three per cent correct 1,, _________________________________________________________________ ~ 
I 
r. 
, 
• 
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,'!<Jsponse with no group having a perfect score on TeB t I. Table y 
shows that Group B1 continued to hold its per.tect score on Test II 
Ninety-one per cent of Grade 6 applied the term reduced correctly 
on Test II. Seven pupils added the amount of the reduction to the 
original price and two failed to subtraot accurately. Two of th~ 
students in Grade 6 did not respond in Test II. one ohild in 
Group Dl wrote the words "Reduce it" but made no attempt to solve 
the problem. Responses for Grade 5 on Test II show eaoh group 
scoring the same or lower with eighty-two per cent of the class 
responding correotly. The remaining eighteen per cent included 
three pupils who added, three who erred in subtracting, and f'if-
teen others who gave various answers. Eight pupils fQiled to giv 
any response on Test II. 
Rectangle, perimeter, and aquare, terminology used in fifth 
and sixth grade arithmetic was better kno'wn by Grade 6 as 1s 
8hovm in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR THE TERMS RECTANGLE, 
SQUARE AND PERIMETE:R FOR GRADES .5 AND 6 
Torm Grade .5 OrA do 6 
-_. 
---A B C D Total A1 Dl 01 Dl Tot"l 
Rectangle gtt ~~ t~ ~~ 1ft ~~ g~ ~5 ~g 62 Test I II 89 
Square 
93 75 80 85 83 ~~ 95 98 ?s 95 Test I II 93 77 63 80 79 100 93 92 
Perimetor 
62 61 87 80 ~~ 61 Test I ~4 75 ~ ~~ II 67 54 60 61 97 8,5 76 
5.3 
A higher per cent o£ correct response was made by &11 groups 
in Grades 5 and 6 on Test II £or the term rectangle with the ex-
ception o£ Group A whose score remained the same as on Test I. Ten 
per cent o£Grade 6 and twenty-rive per cent or Grade 5 erroneous 
selected the triangle from the £our figures given in Test II. A 
rectangle was defined as a figure having three sides by thirty-
nine per cent of the fifth grade studtlnts and twenty-four per cent 
of the sixth grade popUlation. Among the rifth grade students 
eighteen per cent answered both items referring to rectangle ~n­
correctly while ten per cent of the sixth grade failed to respond 
I co:orectly to both ite:::ns. 
contro.sting the responses to the term square in Test I wi th 
the snme term in Test II, Grade 5 showed an eighty-three per cent 
correot response on Test I with a slight deorease to seventy-nine 
per cent in Test II. Three pupils did not attempt the problem in 
Test II. A slight difference also' occurred between the two tests 
in Grade 6. Ninety-£ive per cent defined the term in Test I with 
ninety-two per cent correotly applying the term in Test II. Group 
Bl had a per£eot score on Test II. Ten pupils in Grade 5 and one 
in Grade 6 tailed to respond oorrectly to the term in either test. 
In defining the term perimeter, thirty-four per oent o£ the 
fifth grade and twenty-four per oent of the sixth grade confused 
this de£ini tion Vii th the definition for area.. Table VIII shows 
that each group in Grade 6 soored higher in Test II than in Test I 
This is true only o£ Group A at the fifth grade level. Sixty-one 
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pe~ cent or G~ade 5 had both 1tems 'correct while sevent.1-seven 
pe~ cent or G~ade 6 defined th& term co~~ectly and eighty-rive pe 
cent were able to find the perimeter ina given problem in Test II 
Item ten or Test II ~elated to item thirty-nine of Test I 
called for the knowledge and app11cation of the term annex. Table 
IX given below shows that the derin1tlon of the ter.m was known to 
ninety-rour per cent of the s1xth graders with all pupils in Group 
C1 ~esponding cor~ectly. As shown in the table eaCh group in 
, Grade 6 scored consider.2bly lowe.r in ~~S t II 'Wi t.h a·l'Ntr {"l '~'r'\'t'''' 
Test 
I 
II 
TABLE IX 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR 
THE TERM ANNEX FOR GRADES 5 AND 6 
Grade .5 
A B 
60 So 
69 35 
C D 
51 45 
24 37 
Total 
52 
41 
Grade 6 
Al Bl 01 Dl 
95 95 100 aa 
72 56 56 49 
Total 
94 
58 
one zero was annexed by twenty-four per cent of the p~p11a 
and nine per cent annexed three zeros. As these pupils annexed 
zeros to the given number it can be assumed that there was n 
partial understanding of the term in so far as they knew tha t 
annex meant to add on to something. Howeve~ they did not know 
how many zeros were necessary to make the given number one hundred 
times larger. Lack of comprehension of th~ term was sno\m by one 
I. 
S5 
pupil who added three zeros in front of the number and another who 
ohanged the number to 142. 
Sinoe the term annex 1s apart or the vooabulary of sixth 
grade arithmetio scores ror the fifth grade are lower than those 
£or Grade 6. Forty-one per oent of Grade 5 annexed the neoessary 
number of zeros. NO understanding ot the term was shown by S 
pupils who ohanged the number to 142 while 21 others made no 
attempt to solve the problem. with the exoeption of Group A, all 
soores ~or the term were higher on Test I with fifty-two per oent 
of the entire olass responding oorreotly. 
The last term, equal, used in. both vocabulary tests is a 
term which the ohild has used in the lO'!Jer grades. Using the sym-
bol ~. in Test I, fifty-six per cent of. Grade 5 correctly under-
s t.o-:;·d that the numbers to the left of this symbol had to be equal 
in value t·o t.'l-J.e numbers to the right or the symbol. on Test II 
all scores ror this term were lower as is shown in Table X with 
forty-eight per cent or the entire olass responding oorreotly •. 
Test 
I 
II 
TABLE X 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR THE TERM 
EQUAL FOR GRADES 5 AND 6 
.-. -. 
Gl'nde 5 (}r~(.t() 0 
A 13 C D Total Al nl Cl 
"----
_ . ..,. ,-,~ 64 55 51 55 !,o 0:..' ~)y (.11 
52 42 46 50 46 7~ 6il 60 
-
, 
-
-- ..... _, ... -
p1 '1' \' t·",l 
_,N' ..- .... 
(I) (,1 
., r, 
.)'" 01 
A similar picture as a result or both tests is prosentod by t __________________________________________________________________ __ 
I 
l ; 
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Grade 6. A total or sixty-one per cent or the entire sixth grade 
understood the. meaning of. the symbol in Test I. As shown in Table 
X, all groups with the exception of Group Dl scored higher in 
Test II wIth a total response of sixty-one per cent. 
Three terms, divided by, sum, and averDge were used only in 
Test II. At the rifth grade level thirty-nine per cept of the 
class knew that divided by meant to divide the first number by tho 
second. However tp.ey were not able to solve the pr oblem as 1 t 
involved division of fractions not yet known to the fifth grade. 
only two pupils multiplied the two nmooers but fifty-one others 
showed no indication as to i':hat they would do, merely wri ting a 
num.ber oil their paper. Thirty of the students failed to give any 
type or response to the question. One chlld not knowing how to 
divide by a fraction subtracted ~~e divisor rrom tho dividend untl 
he had a remainder of zero. Ho then went back, counted the n~ber 
of times he had subtraoted and put the correct answer on his paper 
As is shown in Table XI only nine per cent of the entire fifth 
Term 
Divided 
sum 
Average 
- -.~ ..... 
TA13Iili XI 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR THE TERMS 
DIVIDED BY, SUM, AND AVERAGE FOR 
GRADES .5 AND 6 
Grade .5 Grade 6 
A B C D Tota~ Al Bl C1 Dl 
by 21 0 12 2 9 8.5 8.3 61 49 
90 85 7.3 82 8.3 95 95 9.3 7.3 
95 65 73 75 77 92 90 1UO 76 
TotaT 
70 
89 
90 
$7 
To si~ per cent of the sixth graders tested, divided by 
meant to divide the second number by the first. reversing the 
position of the numbers. An additional two p~r cent also reversed 
the numbers: and then multiplied by fifteen ra.ther" than dividing. 
Five per cent failed to inve'rt the divisor. Other errors were 
made by the remaining seventeen per cent including two students 
who did not respond to the item. 
'The tel'>.m sum gave neither or the grades much dirficulty. 
The lilOSt~ COlTh-non error made by ten pupils in Grade 5 apd ~leven 
pupils in Grade 6 was in giving 16 - 8 as the solutiop for finding 
a sum. The total response of eighty-nine percent for Grade 6 
'was slightly higher than the eighty-three per cent correct respoDs;' 
for Grade 5. 
Responses to average were ninety per cent correct in Grade 6 
end seventy-seven per cent correct in Grade $. There was no one 
type of error in either grade. Two stUdents in Grade $ and one 
in Grade 6 failed to give any solution. 
No term in Test II was known by all pupils at either level. 
Low scores at the ,.fifth grade level ocourred on those terms not 
yet known to these students. LOW scores were also found on soma 
terms of which a fifth grade student should ha.ve knowledge and 
ur~erstanding. All terms were knorm by at least fifty per oent 
of the sixth grade with the exoeption of the tenns minuend and 
improper fractions. Table XII shows the n\.llWer of terms known by 
both grades at the various per oents of correct response. 
I , 
I 
TABLE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF PER CENT OF RESPONSE 
FOR GRADES 5 AND 6 ON TEST II 
Per oent of correot 
response 
100 per cent 
90 per cent or more 
75 to 90 per cent 
50 to 75 per cent 
25 to So per cent 
Below 25 per cent 
Grade 5 
0 
0 
6 
6 
l 
$8 
Grade 6 
0 
0 
10 
6 
2 
0 
'llhe pen" cent ot: oorrect response for Grade 5 to all terr:l-
no1ogy used in Test I is fOUl1d in Table XIII. comparing this 
with Table XIV containing the responses for Grade 6, it is noted 
that Grade 6 consistently soored higher than Grade 5 throughout 
the entire test. An exoeption to this is the term dozen on which 
the fifth grade scored one point higher. Appendix III oontains 
all test soores for eaoh pupil in Grades Sand 6 according to 
groups. Each group has been arranged aocording to intelligence 
q~otients, the highest being listed at the top. 
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TABLE XIII 
, PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR EACH TERM 
VOCABULARY TEST I GRADE 5 
vocabulary I Group Group Group Group Combined 
A ,.' - B C D Fit'th 
Grade 
addend 76 57 68 77 70 
[borrow 98 81 76 95 89 
square 9.3 75 80 85 8,3 
!mixed number 98 95 90 81 9.3 
perimeter 40 75 66 62 61 
• 95 98 98 
lest:ating 
luO 100 
95 95 76 85 88 
t i 
blnee v8.1ue 86 70 56 77 72 I ~-
t.1linuend 
t 
26 22 24 25 24 
, 
83 52 66 65 iJ_o"J .. oes t terms 67 
Ireduced 98 95 85 92 93 
:n.oman numeral 69 65 54 72 65 
rectangle 64 42 46 51 52 
selling prioe 93 95 76 82 01 
product 83 31 ~,\l~ 6~; .~. -. 
co~~non denominators 19 27 24 2~ 23 
improper t'ract1on '57 60 68 45 58 
) 100 97 98 100 99 
equal 1'rnotions 64 85 59 62 68 
~..,.--... 
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TABLE XIII (continued) 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR EACH TERM 
VOCABULARY TEST I GRADE 5 
. 
Vocabulary I Group' Group Group Group combined 
A B C D Fifth 
Grade 
'J..s much &s 95 80 73 70 80 
length 90 75 76 ' 60 75 
P. M. 83 72 85 65 77 i 
j::u.rche.sed 100 97 76 87 90 
e:?_rnod 95 90 85 77 87 
q " 76 57 54 60 62 I cb .. fference 
Iminuend 45 45 41 37 42 
rema.inder 48 52 68 65 58 
subtrahend 57 52 66 ,40 ~~l~ 
multipli~r 93 85 8~ 8~) .. "'{ \,' 
partial produots 69 50 24 50 48 
produot 95 70 54 72 73 
irr.UltiPlicand 93 10 .51 80 74 
, 
16 61 59 60 66 'dividend 
remainder 88 85 80 75 82 
quotient 88 75 54 51 69 
divisor 90 8.5 13 62 78 
-
90 9.5 83 82 88 
- 64 5.5 . 51 55 56 
-i ann0xed 60 150 51 45 52 
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TABLE XIII (continued) 
PER CENT OF· CORRECT RESPONSE FOR EACH TERM VOCABULARY TEST I GRADE 5 
Vocabulary I Group Group Group Group Combined A B C D Fifth 
Grado 
cnncellation 38 45 20 30 33 
two places to the lett 10 10 17 17 13 
denominator 43 45 22 37 .34-
d5posit 88 85 73 67 79 
c oneil on .fr a (} ti on 81 72 63 60 69 ~ 
, incol:1c 50 30 31 35 37 , I cleci.mal point 69 60 49 42 55 ~ 60 27 46 25 40 deci~ul rraction 
volume 17 15 2 15 12 
invert 52 52 66 ;'7 52 
capacity 66 70 54 70 65 
ot 10 47 39 12 27 
hundredths 
.5 7 2 2 4 l 
decimal traction -
denominator 24 17 15 32 22 
century 60 60 71 77 66 
leap year 100 77 73 87 85 
tI 55 52 49 50 52 
grnph 55 67 . 46 75 60 ~ 
~ dimensions 50 37 49 37 141~ ; 
r, 50 40 29 32 ;10 I terms 
i 
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TABLE XIII (continued) 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR EACH TERM 
VOCABULARY TEST I GRADE 5 
vocabulary I Group Group Group Group Co.'llbined 
A B C D Fifth 
Grade 
square inch 88 70 41 61 61 
millions 86 85 88 77 84 
weight 98 95 98 87 94 
d.epth 86 61 68 61 12 
gross 52 65 41 70 57 
5280 .i'cet 90 100 68 85 86 
cubic foot 76 50 46 45 r'oJ /~ 
..,'" 
.. " 83 77 73 82 79 
reasonable answer 14 15 17 20 16 
) 88 82 80 81 tv,,-ice 73 
2000 pounds 98 92 83 90 91 
dozon 98 100 100 95 98 
tens place 24 17 27 5 15 
foot 93 82 78 77 83 
total 95 90 73 82 85 
unlike fractions 93 71 68 82 80 
i 
! 
I 
, 
, 
TABLE XIV 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSE FOR EACH TERM 
VOCABULARY TEST I GRADE 6 
vocabulary I Group Group Group Group 
Al B1 Cl Dl 
addend 95 98 9.3 85 
borrow 97 95 98 95 
square 95 95 98 93 
mixed number 100 100 100 93 
perimeter 87 80 78 61 
-b- 100 100 100 100 
estimating 100 98 100 95 
place value 97 98 95 73 
minuend 77 76 51 $1 
10'l;ms t terms 95 95 85 73 
reduced 97 100 100 93 
Roman numel:'al 92 9.3 88 71 
rectangle 72 63 71 4J. 
selling price 97 93 85 85 
product 82 85 71 68 
. 
common denominators 32 48 46 22 
improper ~raction 95 98 83 73 
) 100 100 100 100 
equ.al .fractions 90 88 100 76 
combined 
sixth 
Grade 
93 
96 
95 
98 
77 
I 
100 ! 
98 
91 
64 
87 
98 
86 
62 
90 
77 
37 
87 
100 
89 
65 TABLE XIV (continued) 
PER CENT OF CORRECT RES? OUSE FOR EA cn TEI'J.f 
VOCABULARY TEST I GRADE 6 
. 
vocabulary I Group_ Group Group Group Combined Al . Bl 01 Dl sixth 
Grade 
cancellation 62 61 59 32 54 
tv:o place s to the left 40 29 29 15 25 
denominator 45 51 46 49 48 
deposit 82 93 90 71 8l~ 
COl11tilOn .fraction 90 90 88 76 86 
income 65 !~9 54 !~ 52 I ldecin:al point 95 88 80 78 85 i 
L-1" ch'al .fract:.ion 77 76 66 49 67 ! ---' ---
Ivolune 25 22 10 7 16 i; 
invert 100 90 93 73 89 
capacity 87 83 83 66 80 
of' 95 88 76 93 88 
hundredths 10 15 15 12 13 
decim31 .fraction -
denominator 70 68 59 3h 58 
century 90 73 100 7l (.>'1 
leap year 97 95 95 95 96 
n 97 90 90 73 88 
graph 92 88 100 88 92 
dimensions 87 68 66 49 67 
66 
TABLE XIV (continued) 
PEH CENT OF CORRECT HESl'ONSE Fan EACH TEHM 
VOCABULARY TEST I GlUU>E 6 
vooabula:.. .. y I Group Group Group Group combined 
Al 131 C1 Dl si:-::th 
GrOlde 
terms 72 63 51 46 58 
square inch 75 73 68 61 69 
:::!.illlons 100 95 98 88 94 
weight 100 100 100 100 100 
IdOPt.h 95 98 88 73 90 
I 60 59 76 58 ~ J;;:~':) 8 S .. 37 I 
:5280 i'eet 100 90 90 83 91 
ICUbiC i'eot 70 71 61 49 03 
.x 95 90 85 85 89 
re as ona. ble answer 60 51 63 49 56 
t';'lic~ 97 98 98 88 95 
2000 pounds 100 100 95 95 98 
dozen 100 100 93 95 97 
tens place ,30 24 24 22 25 
foot 100 98 83 83 91 
total 95 98 85 88 91 
unlike fractions 95 95 88 83 90 
, 
t 
, 
Table XV gives the distribution or ter.ms for Test I according 
to the per cent of correct response for Grades Sand 6. 
TABLE XV 
DISTRIBUTION OF PER CF~T OF RESPONSE 
FOR GRADES 5 AND 6 ON TEST I 
Per cent or correct 
response Grade S , Grade 6 
100 pel' cent 0 3' 
90 per cent or more 8 30 
75 to 90 per cent 21 22 
50 to 75 per cent 29 14 
25 to 50 per cent 9 4 
Below 25 per cent 8 2 
The distribution of scores on vocabulary Test I for Grades 
5 and 6 are given in Figure 1. The mean score ror Grade 5 was 
59.19 with a standard deviation of 6.12. Grade 5 had a mean score 
of 47.85 and a standard deviation of 9.96. M~dlan scores for 
Test I show that Grade 6 with a median of 60.56 had a higher rate 
of correct response than did Grade 5 '"i th & median of 49.52. 
Table }~I shovm the mean, median, and standard devietion for each 
group in Grades 5 and 6 on Test I. Group D of the fifth gr~de 
having the poorest children has a mean score greater than Group C 
NUmber 
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DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR VOCABt~ARY TEST I 
FOR GRADES 5 AND 6 
Grade 5 
Grade 6 
\' 
I 
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and n median greater than Groups B or o. Among the sixth grade 
groups there is no such deviation. Group A1, containing the best 
pupils has the highest mean and median while Group Dl, consisting 
or the slower students has the lowest. 
TABLE XVI 
MEAN, MEDIAN, AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH 
, GROUP IN GRADES 5 AND 6 ON TEST II 
Group Mean Median standard 
deviation 
A 52.64 53.5 6.32 
B 48.7 48.79 8 • .34-
c 43.72 42.1 11.3 
D '46.$ 49.41 11.03 
Al 64.15 64.9 5.69 
B1 61.88 62.35 3.62 
01 60.49 61.6 6.21 
Dl 56.75 56.13 9.76 
. The distribution ot scores attained by Grade~ 5 and 6 on 
Test II are shown in Figure 2. The mean score on Test II for 
Grade 6 was 19.6 with a standard deviation of 4.41. Grade 5 
who3e responses on Test II were lower than those of Grade 6 had 
· a mean score of 12.6 and a standard deviation of 4.33. The 
Uumber 
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DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR VOCABULARY TES'l' II 
FOR GRADES 5 AND 6 
---- Grade 5 
Grado 6 
70 
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media.n £0'1.' the £itth grade 12.96 correspon,ded closely to the 
mean indicating an approxl~~tely normal distribution 01' the 
scores. The median score tor Grade 6 was 21.36. Table XVII 
gives the mean, median, and standard deviation tor each group 
in both grades. The table shows the mean score and the median 
to be greater tor Group D than tor Groups B or O. Groups in 
Grade 6 show no deviations trom the highest to the lowest groups. 
_ ... _ ...... .--. .. 
Group 
A 
B 
c 
D 
A1 
Bl 
01 
D1 
TABLE XVII 
MEAN, MEDIAN, AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 
EACH GROUP IN GRADES 5 AND 6 ON TEST r 
Mean Median 
15.31 14.68 
12.15 11.3 
11.79 12.13 
12.7 1,3.,32 
22.0 22.3 
20.84 21.6 
19.57 21.0 
16.6 18.5 
-
Standard 
deviation 
3.10 
3.64 
4.62 
4.94 
2.51 
3.3,3 
4.17 
5.26 
The results of the arithmetic computation test showed the 
sixth grade population to have a median grade equivalent score an 
a neen score 01' 7.95. The degree of variability as measured by 
tee standard deviation was 1.42. Rosults of the same test showed 
", I , 
, '" , \ 
3.9 " \ 
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Grade EquIvalents 
FIGURE 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS FOR THE 
STANFORD ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION TEST 
FOR GRADES 5 AND 6 
____ Grade 5 
---Grade 6 
73 
a slight dl!"!'erenoe between the median and JDeL"'l soores tor Orade 
S with a median of' 6.07 and a mean soore of' 6.1. The standard 
deviation or variability was 1.13. 
Figure 3 on the preceding page gives the distribution of 
.-
the scores for the arithmetic computation test according to grade 
equivalents. The graph shows that students at the sixth grade 
level had a wider range of equivalent scores while both grades 
had pupils on a third grade level in arithmetic. 
Table XVIII gives, a comparison of the mean, medi~, and 
standard deviation !'or each group on the arithmetio oomputation 
test. 
Group 
A 
B 
c 
D 
A1 
Bl 
c1 
: D1 
, 
TABLE XVIII 
UBAN, MEDIAN, AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
FOR EACH GROUP IN GRADES ;; AND 6 
ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION TEST 
Mean Median 
6.27 6.35 
5.81 5.78 
6.16 6.06 
5.96 6.15 
8.4 8.27 
8.05 8.06 
7.79 7.53 
7.13 7.52 
standard 
deviation 
.94 
1.20 
1.28 
1.21 
3.76 
1.27 
1.00 
1.55 
74 
Intelligence quotients as meas'ured by the otis Quick-Scoring 
Montal Ability Tests for the rifth grade ranged from 81 to 145 
with a median for the entire grade of 112.48. The mean score ~or 
Grade 5 was 111.96 with a variability as measured by the standard 
deviation of 10.36. The sixth grade intelligence quotients 
ranging from 75 to 135 had a olass median of 112.25 which varied 
slightly from that of Grade 5. The mean score of 112.23 showed 
only a very slight difference from that of the median. The 
standard deviation was 9.87. 
The mean. median, and standard deviation for each group give 
in Table XIX show the median intelligence quotient for Group.D 
to be higher than that of Group C. 
TABLE XIX 
~mAN. MEDIAN, AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE INTELLIGENCE 
TEST FOR EACH GROUP IN GRADES S AND 6 
Group Mean Median Starrlard 
deviation 
A 117.69 118.7 10.2) 
B 112.75 112.75 9.24 
C 108.67 108.64 9.89 
D 108.2 111.07 9.0$ 
A1 118.85 119.75 8.56 
B1 114.51 114.86 8.$6 
c1 110.56 111.57 7.79 
Dl 104.90 105.25 8.50 
NUmber 
of 
pupils 
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FIGURE 4 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELIJIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
FOR GRADES 5 AND 6 
____ Grade S 
___ Grade 6 
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pigure 4 giving the distribution for the intelligence quo-
tients for Grades 5 and 6 shows both grades relatively equally 
distributed torming an approximately normal curve. The graph 
indicates the range ot intelligenoe quotients tor Grade 5 to be 
slightly greater than the range for Grade 6. 
Relationship between the arithmetic oomputation test, the 
vocabulary test, and the intelligence quotients is shown by 
means of partial correia t1on.This method of correlation endeav-
ors to show the relationship existing between two variables ,;hen 
the infl1.10nCe of the third variable 13 wi thdrawn. In this re-
se~.::,chJl the two vllriables, e.rithmctlc computation and arithmeticHl 
vocnbulcry were correlatod while holding the third variable, the 
intellig~nce quotient oonstant. For the computation of the 
partial oorrelation the .oombined results of vooabulary Tests I 
and II were used. 
The pearson product-moment ooefficient of oorrelation be- . 
tween the arithmetic computation test and the arithmetio vocabu-
lary test for Grade 5 was .12. The partial oorrelation, removing 
the influenoe of the intelligenoe quotient, showed the re-.lat.icn-
ship between arithmetio computation and arithmet1ovooabulnry to 
be .46. To determine the signifioanoe of the partial oorrelation 
Fisher's z transformation was used. The oorrelation .46 was 
found to be significant at the .05 per cent level. Tablo XX 
on the following page shows the product-moment oorroletion end. 
the partial correlation for each group in Grade 5. After tho 
77 
influencing factor of the intelligenoe quotient has been removed 
the oorrelation between arithmetio oomputation and arithmetical 
vooabulary is lowered. An aocurate measure of intelligence alao 
includes the knowledge of arithmetio skills and reading ability. 
Using the partial correlation these ~aotors are held oonstant by 
presuming all students to have the same intelligenoe quotients. 
Group 
A 
B 
C 
D 
TABLE XX 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR GRADE 5 
Produot-moment 
correl(l.ti on 
.46 
.85 
.84 
partial 
correlation 
.13 
.47 
.68 
.63 
The computation ot the partial standard deviation tor each 
v&riable and the oomparison of these with the original standard 
deviations of each variable are given in Table XXI, on the 
following page. The table shows that the variability ot: 
arith~etlc computation, arithmetical vocabulary, and intelligence 
quotients are reduoed approximately by one-halr. 
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TABLE Y~"'{I· 
DEVIATIONS FROM THE MEAN FOR EACH 
VARIABLE IN GRADE 5 
Variable standard 
devia.tion 
Arithmetic computation 1.13 
Arithmetic vocabulary 12.87 
Intelligence quotients 10.36 
Partia1- s tanda.rd 
deviat+on 
of the influence of the arithmetical vocabulary and the intelli-
gence quotient, the partial standard deviation for arithmetical 
vocabulary is· treed of the influenoe of arithmetio computation -
and the intelligence quotient, while the partia.l standard devin-
tion for the intelligence quotient is freed of the influence of 
arithmetic computation and vocabulary. 
At the sixth grade level, the produot-moment oorrelation 
between arithmetio computation and arithmetical vocobulory vms 
.76. Removing the influenoe of the intelligenoe quotient, tile 
relationship between these two variables as determined by partial 
co:':'relation was .59.· usine; Fisher's z transformation the 
79 
correlation .59 was found to be significant at the .05 per cent 
level. Table XXII gives the product-moment correlation and the 
partial correlation for each group in Grade 6. 
TABLE XXII 
-.' 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR GRADE 6 
Group produot-moment partial 
correla ti on correlation 
Al .51 .28 
., 
BI .11 .36 
01 .56 .42 
Dl .86 .72 
part.ial standard deviations com1)uted for each variable 
.and the original standard devia ti on for each varia bl eat the 
sixth grade level are shown in Table XXIII, on the following 
page. The variability of arithmetic computation and arithmetic 
vocabulary freed from the influence of the other two variables 
are reduced approximately by one-half. The variability of the 
intelligence quotient is reduced about one-third when. the. 
influence of the other two variables has been removed. 
TABLE XXIII 
DEVIATIONS FROM THE MEAN FOR EACH VARIABLE 
IN GRADE 6 
80 
variable .. - S tande.rd partial B tandard 
deviation deviation 
Arithmetic computation 1.42 .92 
Arithmetic vocabulary 12.4 6.1 
Intelligence quotients 9.87 6.03 
. The results ot the testing program for both fifth and 
sixth grades show that a definite relationship exists between 
the ter.cninology used in ari thmetio nnd problem· solving. 
i 
CHAPTER IV 
'SUfdMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of· this research was to determine possible 
relationships between definitions of arithmetical terminology 
knovm by a group of fifth and sixth grade students and their 
under'standing ~md sbill ty to apply these terms in given problem 
solving situations. 
The procedure used tor the collection ot data for this 
thesis may be sur~1~rized as follows: first, a standdrdized 
arithmetic computation test was administered to determine the 
pupills ability to solve oomputational exercises independent of 
technical terminology; second, a'vooabularr test cohsisting ot 
two parts was given to each student, the first part to determine 
his understanding of arithmetical terminology used at his 
specific grade level and the ~econd part to test his use of this 
terminology in problem solving; third~ the administration of s 
standardized intelligenoe test t? determine the mental ability ot 
each pupil partioipating in the testing program. 
All tezting was carried on during normal schooldays by tho 
principal of the school and two sixth grade teachArs. The tests 
'·i·~re then corrected and tabulated. The results of all tests VIera 
81 
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compiled and the statistics ror eaoh group and each grade were 
calculated. 
From the results of the tests used in this research it may 
be ooncluded that terminology having a high rate of correct 
,,~-
response on Test I and a low per oent of response on Test II 
indicates that while the person could define the term in isolation 
he was unable to make use of this definition when included as 
part of a problem. Existing differences between the definitions 
of the terms and their application to a specifIc problem may be 
tho result of memorization of' the def'initions of such terms with-
out the development of an understanding of their relationship to 
a particular phase Qf arithmetic. It may be concludeci tha.t true 
understanding of a term involves more than the ability to defins 
it. It necessarily includes the ability to ~Bke a practical 
application of' the given terminology. Those terms ha.ving a high 
. r~te of correct response on Teat II and a low per cent of respor~e 
on Test I for the definition of the term show no actual understand 
ing of the term. The pupil uses the term as a cue to the opera-
tion he is to perrorm and. then does the desired oomputation 
mechanically, without any realization or understanding as to why 
he is using this particular aspect of arithmetic rather than 
another process. Terminology responded to correctly on one test 
does not indicate ability to respond oorrectly to the ssme tel~ on 
another type of' test. Those terms showing a similar per cent of 
correct response on both Tests I and II indicate understonding of 
83 
the term as well as ability to apply this understandir~ correctly 
in a given situation. 
The tables giving the per cent of correct response for the 
terminology used in the tests show that among the fifth grade, 
, .. -
Group D has a higher rate of response on some terms than Groups 
B or C. on other terms, pupils in Group D were able to score 
higher than those in Group A. Since the students in Group D 
formed the majority or the slowest students in Grade 5 scores for 
this group would normally be lower than the soores of the other 
;:t'OUpS cont?.1.ning the brieh tel' children. The resul ts of' theso 
tents indioate the responsibility that l1es vlith each individual 
teachor to see that the technical terminology of a subjeot is 
made useful in application. A superficial knowledge of the 
terminology may be considered adequate unless the teacher gears 
the methods of instruction to its use in the problem situation. 
Arithmetical terminology should be taught with as muoh oaro and 
exactness as is given to the teaching of new vocabul~y in n 
reading lesson. The research t-esul ts 1ndicate a definite d1rt'Gr-
ence between the understanding of arithmetical terms as such and 
the ability to use these terms when contained in problems at the 
fifth grade level. The study of arithmetic should involve more 
than mere practice in order to perform well on computational 
exercises. It should broaden the pupilts understanding of these 
opere,tions so that he not only knoVls what to do but more imports.nt 
v:ny he is doing it. 
~ 
studying the test results £01'" the sixth grade it will be 
noted that the results are in the order which might normally be 
expected on the basts o£ the divisions, that is AI, Bl, el, end 
Dl. Since the departmental system is used at the sixth grade 
level, one teacher is responsible for the teaching of arithmetic 
to these four groups. Thus, what is taught to one group 1s 
taught to all £our groups with the methods and techniques of 
presenting the m.n.teriuls varying to suit the abilities of' the 
p.nrti eular eroup. 
Those terms rel8.ted to the fundamental processes show little 
comprehension by the stUdents. As long as the student understands 
tho bnsic concepts involved in these .fund~Wlental ope!'S tions, th~ 
ter~s s~ch as product, addends, multiplicand, minuend, or eubtra-
hend have little value or importance as far as the comprehension 
, 
of th(') t'undamental processes are ooncerned. I£ the child is able 
to understand the processes of add! t:lon, subtraction, mul tlplico.-
tion, and division, why and how they operate and va~en to apply 
them, it matter8 little what h" calls the a.nswers to these 
proces:3os or the numbers used in the specit'10 problem. In 0. 
given proble~ solving situntion, the child 1s not tauGht to label 
his an:3wer product, dif£erence, sum, or quotient as such. Ra.ther, 
he applies to the answer the terminoloeY of the sp~ciric problem 
he is solving, glving his nnswer a terDl Buch as dolla.rs, pounds. 
feat, or cubio inohes. Emphasis should be pIn oed on developing an 
underotand1ng ot' these procesoes ond the ability to make a 
L 
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practicn,l application a.s to ',"/hen to use them vIi thout relying on 
any given cue in.an arithmetic reasoning problem. 
Significant at the .05 per cent level, the partia.l correla-
tion of .46 for Grade 5 and .59 for Grade 6 show a definite 
roJ.n.tionsh1p between arithmetic oomputation and its terminology 
and therefore the necessity of' understAnding the vocabula.ry used 
in tho statoment of problems.. Since this relations}:!..ip does 
exist, the toaohing of tho vQOabuJ.c1ry of ari thmet:1 c should becom~ 
an integral part of the arithmetio curriculum. The child's 
abili ty to !,rono1L."'lce a word is no indication of hls conpr~hcn.'3i~n 
of the term. Arithmetical terminology should be tau&~t concretely 
as a vital part of the arit."llnetlc progrF.m. undcret!:lIlding of this 
voc~bulary should be evaluated by the tencher either thr~ugh tbe 
use·of written tests or orally during the arithmetic period. As 
a result of this evaluation, terms ShO"lling a la.ck of comprehension 
Ghould be retaught and cl~r1~ied in the mind of the child. 
Of the terminology used in both Tests I and II, ten terms 
'were correctly defined in Test I and aocurate application of the 
term 1n Test II was accomplished by seventy-five p~r cent or more 
of the sixth grade. Test results f'or Grade .5 show only thre~ to:rtiJ.': 
u~cd in both tosts wore knovm by at le&st seventy-five pftr o~nt 
of the class. campa.ring the ra t~ of respons e betwoon th~ terms 
uned 1:n Telst I s.nd the same terms appearing 1n Test II, it w~s 
found, at th~ fifth grade level, on Test I, two terms w~ro known 
by ninety per cent or more of the pupils, two by seventy-five to 
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ninety per cent, twelve.by rirty to seventy-rive per cent, three 
by twenty-rive to rifty per oent, and three terms were known to 
, 
less than twenty-five per cent of Grade 5. Results of Test II 
ror these same terms show that no term was known by ninety per 
cent or more of the class. Six terms were known by seventy-rive 
to ninety per cent, six by rifty to seventy-rive per cent, seven 
by twenty-five to fifty per oent, and six by less thap twenty-rive 
per cent or the class. 
For Grade 6, Test I, seven terms were known by ninety per 
cent or more of the students, nine terms by seventy-five to ninety 
pe~ cent, five terms by fifty to seventy-five per cent, and ons 
terTIi by twenty-five to fifty per cent of those tested. No t0rm 
was known to less than twenty-five per cent of Grade 6. Co:nparing 
this with tL"1.e results of Test II, seven terms were known to nine-
ty per cent or more, ten terms by seventy-five to ninety per cent, 
six terms by fifty to seventy-five per cent, and two terms by 
twenty-five to fifty per cent. No terms were known to less than 
twenty-five per cent of the entire class. None of the terms used 
in both Tests I and II were known to the entire fifth or sixth 
grade. 
APpendix III, giving the results of all tests for each group 
in fifth and sixth grade shows twenty-three students or fourteen 
per cent of the sixth grade were below grade level (6.8) at the 
time the testing took place. More serious retardation 1s seen at 
the fifth grade level with sixty-rour stUdents or thirty-nine per 
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cent of the class below grade level (5.8). The years of retarda-
tion for both grades varies from· two months to three years four 
months. According to intelligence quotients, most of the students 
below grade level in either fifth or sixth grade have the abIi1ty 
to perform at 'a higher level. A study of the reasons why these 
pupIls are :not achievIng would be beneficIal. 
A re-evaluation of the arithmetioal terminology is necessary. 
This terminology should inolude only those terms having a vital 
role in a ncaning~ul wlderstanding or the concepts of aritr~etic. 
Tc~alinology used in daily life should be or primary importance in 
the arith~etic program and should be thoroughly explained until it 
is understood by the child. This should inclUde development of 
arithmetical terminology as used in the business field and 
arithmetioal terminology as 1t applies to the scienoes. 
Reconstruction of the arithmetioal program within the sohool 
to insure the teaching of ari~etical terminology by all teachers 
would be a step toward tbedevelopment of an understanding of these 
terms by the stUdents. Data indicates that the departmental 
system oould prove to be an effeotive instrument in the improvemen 
of tho schoolts arithmetio program by utilizing the teaoher most 
competent in the field of arIt~tio for all seotions. A testing 
program should be devised whioh would Inolude either written or 
oral 'tests or a oombination afthe two to asoertain ir these 
understanding have been grasped by the pupils. 
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very often the childts report oard is based upon how well he 
performs on oomputational exercises. This grade then is not a 
true measure or his insight and understanding of arithmet1c but 
how accurately he is able to mechanically manipulate the numbers 
of a given exercise. Mod1fying report card grades to include not 
only his more computational abilities but also the measurement 
of the pupil's understanding of arithmetic would be another step 
toward a better and more vital arithmetic program within the 
school. 
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APPENDIX I 
VOCABULARY TEST 
PART I 
This is a test in arithmetio vocabulary. R~ad each statement 
carefully and notice the underlined word or symbol. Decide whioh 
answer best gives the definition of the Tlord or symbol and circle 
the letter of your answer on the answer sheet. For answers 25-36 
write your answer in the blank provided on the answer sheet. 
1. An addend is 
a. the answer to a subtraction problem. 
b. one of the numbers added together in an addition 
pl"'oblem. 
c. the answer in an addition problem. 
d. the result of a multiplication problem. 
2. In which of the following 1s it necessary to borrow? 
u. 368 b. 937 c. 527 d. 8j~ 
1~-5 604 253 522 
3. A square is 
a. a figure with four equal sides and four square 
corners. 
b. a figure having three equal sides. 
o. a four sided figure with four square corners. 
d. a figure having unequal sides. 
A mixed number is 
Q. a Roman numeral. 
b. a number written out of order in a series. 
c. a combination of a whole number and a fraction. 
d. a number less than one. 
5. The perimeter is 
• Q.. tho dis to-nce inside a given figure. 
b. one of the dimensions of a rectangle. 
c. '0. unit of measure. 
d. the distance around the outside of a figure. 
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14. The selling price of a pieoe of furniture is 
a. tue amount paid for having the furniture delivered. 
b. ,the amount the turni ture dealer paid when getting 
the furniture from the factory. 
c. the amount of money Q customer must pay when buying 
the furniture. 
d. the amount of money a oustomer would like to pay for 
the furniture. -
15. If asked to find the product, you would 
a. add the given numbers together. 
b. multiply one number by the other. 
c. subtract the smaller number from the larger. 
d. find out how many times one number is contained in 
the other. 
16. Before adding or subtracting fractions, it is necessary to 
17. 
have common denominators. These are 
n. bvo or morl) fractions having the same value. 
b. the same denominators for all fraction problems. 
c. denominators having the same value for each fraction 
in a given problem. 
d. none of these. 
An improuer fraction is 
c. •. , afr'I':'.c"'7tTon-ecue.l to less than one • 
.&. 
b. the some as a whole number. 
c. a fraction in which the numerator is less than the 
denominator. 
d. a fraction in which the numerator is equal to or 
largor than tho denominator. 
18. The symbol which means the snme as ) 1s 
a. + 
b. 
c. 
d. 
-• 
19. Equal fractions are 
a. i'raotIons having the same value. 
b. fractions having the same numerator. 
c. fractions having the same denominator. 
d. frnc'l;ions with a valuo or more than one. 
20. If a new coat costs as much as the same kind of coat cost las~ 
year - ----
a. the coat is free this year. 
b. you would pay less ror the coat this year than last 
year 
c. you would pay more for the coat this year than last 
yeo.r 
d. you would pay the same amount this year as last year 
~ 
21. Ir you know the length or a room, you know 
a. how wide the room is. 
b. how many people can r1t into the room. 
c. how long the room'is. 
d. the area of the room. 
22. When it is 9 P.M. on a day during the week 
- in school. a. you are 
b. you are probably getting ready for bed. 
c. you are eating your.breakfast. 
d. you are just getting up after a 'nightls rest. 
23. John purchased a hat. 'John 
a. oougfit the hat at the store. 
b. took a hat that belonged to someone else. 
c. received the hat as a present. 
d. gave the hat to someone as a present. 
24. Tom earned $12.00 this month. Tom 
a o received the money rrom his father. 
b. was paid for some work he had done. 
c. received the money, as a birthda.y present. 
d, put his money,ina bank. 
'~25. - 28. Write the correct numbers a.fter the given terms. 
29. - 32. 
25. Difference 
26. Minuend ----- 2468 
27. Remslnder 989 
28. Subtrahend ~ 
29. Multiplier 
30. partial products 
31. product 
32. Multiplicand 
Dividend 
Remainder ____ _ 
Quotient 
Divisor 
68 
32 
T,)5 
204 
me 
43 ) 157 6'79""2 
~9 215 
~2 
301 
4I 
98 
99 
37. The word thnt means the same as the symbol is 
a. minus. 
b. plus. 
o. add. 
d. divide. 
38. When using the symbol 
sign -----
the numbers to the left of the 
a. must be exaotly~the same as the numbers to the 
right of the sign. 
b. must be twice as large as the numbers to the right. 
c.. must be equal in value to the numbers to the right 
of the sign. 
d. may be smaller than the numbers to the right. 
39. If a zero is annexed to a number, it is 
a e taken away-from the number. 
~.O. 
41. 
42. 
b~ added to the number after the last digit. 
c. subtracted from the number. 
dw multiplied by the number. 
In using cancellation to solve a problem 
a.. B. common .f"3"Ctol" 1s removed from both the numerator 
and the d enomina tor. 
b. the numerator and denominator are multiplied by a 
common .factor. 
c. the sail0 number is added to both the numerator and 
the denominator. 
d.· the Satl6 number is subtracted from both the numera-
tor and denominator. 
1Jlh:)n the 
left the 
dec1:ro.!l.1 point 1n a number ia moved ~ plaoes to the-
nurlber is 
. 
a. 
b •. 
. o. 
d. 
being multiplied by one hundred. 
ten times larger than the original number. 
being divided by one hundred • 
one hundred is added to the original number. 
A denominator 
a. Indicates the'number of equal parts into whioh 
something has been divided. 
b •. is n number that must always equal the numerator. 
c. indicates the number of equal parts being considers' 
d. is a kind of fraction. 
43. To deposit money means to 
a. wi thdra.v{ the money from the bank. 
b. loan the money to a friend. 
c. put the money into a bank. 
d. borrow the money from a bank. 
44· 
46. 
47. 
$0. 
$1. 
100 
A oommon fraotion is 
a. a mixed number. 
b. a fraotion in whioh only the numerator is expressed. 
o. a fraotion in whioh only the denominator is 
expressed. 
d. a fraction in which the numerator and the 
denominator are expressed. 
Inoome refers to 
a. the amount of money saved each year. 
b. the amount of money earned each year. 
o. the amount of money spent during the year. 
d. the amount of money given as a gift. 
A decimal point can be thought of as 
a. a"-marl! used when we abbreviate a word. 
b. a symbol used to separate the place value one rro~ 
the place value one-tenth. 
o. a period. 
d. a mark that tells us where to pause when reading. 
A decimal fraction is a fraction in whioh 
-&".-tl1ea0no:r:'iina tor is ten or aome power of ten and is 
not expressed. 
b. the nur.1erator i.s not expressed. 
o. the numerator and denominator are both expressed. 
d. the numerator must be larger than the denominator. 
Volu.'U{) refers to 
. n. tha amount of space in a three dimensional object. 
b. one of a number of books in a series. . 
c. the amount of SpDCC in a t·wo dimensional object. 
d. the area of a room. 
To invert a fraction is to 
a •. multiply by the fraction 
b. reverse the position of the numbers in a fraotion. 
c. find the sum of the fraotions. 
d. find the oommon denominator. 
The oapacitl of an elevator is 
-a. how much the elevator weighs. 
b. how high the elevator goes. 
c. how much weight the elevator oan,safely carry. 
d. how old the.elevator Is. 
In 1/6 of 12, the word of moans 
a. plus -
b. divided by. 
c. times. 
d. from. 
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52. What number is in hundredths place? 762.4.3 
a. 7 
b. ~ c. d. 
5.3. In a decimal fraction the denominator is determined by 
a. une number of places to the right of the decimal 
point. . 
b. the number of places to the left of.the 4ecimal 
point. 
c. the number of zeros in the decimal. 
d. the largest number in the decimal. 
54. A centurl is 
a. a long time. 
b. every hundredth year. 
c. a period of ten years. 
d •. s. period.of one hundred years. 
55. Leap lear occurs 
a. every year. 
b. 137:;:;1'7 i'om .. th year. 
c. every other ye~r. 
d. every tenth year. 
56. If somethinG 1s tl&r·k~,d 6 11 , we know tha tit 
a. :~'~ieh: 6 poun~s. 
b • ,. :3 6 .... e:9 t 1 onb • 
c. 1s 6 yards long. 
d. is 6 inChes long. 
57. A graph is 
a. a part of a common fraction. 
b. a picture used to show relationship of a series of 
numbers to each other. 
c. a puzzle to be solved. 
d. the distance around a circle. 
58.' Dimensions means 
a. to cut something in half. 
b. to reduc& the size of something. 
c. the length, width, or height of an object. 
d. the dista~ce around an object. 
59. The terms of a fraction are 
a. proper and improper fractions. 
b. mixed and whole numbers. 
c. the numerator and denominator. 
d. the lowest t.erms of a fraction. 
. 60. A square 
a .. 
b. 
c~ 
d. 
102 
inch is 
a-TOur sided figure that is one inch long and one 
inch wide. 
a three sided figure measuring one inCh on each sid 
a figure vmose perimeter .is one inch. 
one inch on your ruler. 
61. How many millions are there in 49,306,428? 
a. 49 
62. The 
b. 9 
c. 306 
d. 493 
weight of an objeot is 
. a. how heavy :i. t is 
b. how long it. is. 
c~ how high it is. 
d. how 'far it can be oarried. 
63. Depth refers to 
. a. how wide an object is. 
b. how much money a person owes. 
c. how (bzp on object is. 
d. how many sides an object has. 
ii :7rcss 
.;;.;-?.---.. 
t1. 
b. 
c .. 
d. 
The unit 
G.. 
b. 
is 
1 dozen things. 
6 dozen things. 
12 dozen things. 
10 dozen thines. 
of measure that 1s 
yard. 
pound. 
c. rod. 
d. ·'mile. 
equal to 5280 foet is called a 
66. A cubic foot is a measure that is 
a. -one foot long, one foot wide, and one toot deep. 
b. ono foot long and one foot wide. 
c. wider than it is long. 
d. higher thnn 1 t is long or vd.de. 
61. What does the symbol X mean in 8 ft. X l? ft.? 
a. 8 ft. from l~t. 
b. 8 ft. by 12 ft. 
o. 8 ft. plus 12 ft. 
d. a ft. or 12 ft. 
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68;) Which of the following is a rensonable anSVler for 7.3 - 6.42. 
. a. 13.342 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
b. 71.5 ' 
c. 13.45 
d~ 13.72 
If your father is paid twioe a month he receives his pay 
once every month. 
The 
a.. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
unit 
a. 
b. 
0 .. 
d .. 
A dozen 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d .. 
on two different days during the month. 
every week. 
every other month. 
of measure that is 2000 pounds is the 
ounce. 
yard. 
gross. 
ton. 
is 
12 things. 
2 things. 
6 thirgs. 
13 things. 
The nunlber 468.32 has s- in .tens pJa co. 
a. " .) 
b. 8 
c. 6 
d. 2 
A foot is 
- a. a part of the hum~n body. 
b. n unit of measure equal to 12 inches in length. 
c. a unit of measure equal to ,36 inches in length. 
d. somothing used for walking. 
The total is 
-a':--the whole or entire amount or quantity. 
b. what is left after subtracting two numbers. 
c. the heaviness of an object. 
d. El. unit of measurement. 
Unlike fractions are 
s. fractIons having the same denominators. 
b.. fractions with equal denominators. 
c. fractions equal to one. 
d. fractions that are not equal to one another. 
loL~ 
NA~m ANs~r}ER SHEET 
- TEST I 
1. a b c d 26. 51. a b c d 
2. a b c d 27. 52. a b c d 
3. a b c d 28. 53. a b c d 
4. a b c d 29. 54. a b c d 
5. a b c d 30. 55. e. b 0 d 
6. a b c d 31. 56. 1\ t., Q I:~ 
7. a b 0 d 32. 57. a b 0 d 
8. a b c d 33. 58. Ii b 0 d 
9. a b c d .34. 59 • Ii b c d 
10. a b c d 35. 60. a b c d 
11. a b 0 d 36. 61. a b c d 
12. 8. b c d. 37 • a b c d 62. a b c d 
" 113 · D. b c d 38. B. b c d 63. a b c d 
'ILj.. a b c d 39. a b c d 64. a b ,.. d \J 
1.5. a b c d 40. a b c d 65~ a b 0 d 
16. a b c d 41. a b c d 66. a b c d 
17. a b c d 42. a b c d 67. a b c d 
, 18. b a c d 43. a b c d 68. a b c d 
19. a b c d 44. a b c d 69. a b c d 
20. a b c d 45. a b c d 70. a b 0 d 
21. a b c d 46. a b c d 71. a b c d 
22. .8. b C d 47 • a b c d 72. a b c d 
23. a b c d 48. a b c d 73. til b c d 
2L~. a b c d 49. a b c d 74. a t"~ c d 
25. 50. a b c d 75. a b c d 
APPENDIX II 
.,--
VOCABULARY TEST II 
This is a test in arithmetio vocabulary. Read each statement 
carefully and notice the underlined word or phrase. Decide 
viha t this 'Word or phrase means and then do wha t is necessary to 
arrive at the correct solution to each problem. 
1. Estimate the cost of 4 baseball bats that are sold for $3.98 
e-Elcho 
15 ~i vidcd by, 2it. 
3. Figura is a rectangl~. 
d. 
4. Givan the following a.ddends, 7649 and 3275, solve the problem. 
5. Which of the following is a mixed number? 
a. 76 
b. 19/4 
c. 3{4 
d. 7,* 
6. If a square is 2 ft. on one side, what are the dimensions of 
the other sides? 
7. ItRadios reduced $5.00." What would you pay for a radio that 
usually sells llor $38.95? 
105 
106 
8. Find the product of 37 and 82. 
. --
9. WhiCh are equal fractions? 
a. 374 and 172 
b. 2/3 and 8/12 
c. 2/6 and 1/2 .. -
d. 3/6 and 1/3 
10. Annex the number of zeros necessary to make the ~umber 42, 
one hundred times larger. 
11. Find the perimeter of the following figure. 
7- ;nche§ ~ 
12. using cancellation, solve the problem 3/4 x 6/15. 
~~1ch set of numbers is equal in value? 
a. 271t = 2/4 
b. 5 2/3 = 4 5/3 
c. 4 + 2 = 4 x 2 
d. 6 - 3 = 6 -:- 3 
Change 16/24 to lowest terms. 
Invert the following fraction, 2/3. 
16. To find a sum, ~ich problem would you solye? 
a. 10-:: 8 . 
b. 16 t 8 
c. 16 t 8 
d. 16 x 8 
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17. A car travels 320 miles in 8 hours. What is the average 
speed of the car per hour? 
18. In adding the fractions 3/8 -\- 2/3 + 5/6, what is the least 
common denominator that can be used? 
19. In the number 43.69 you call the • 
a. a period. 
b. a cents mark. ' 
c. a comma. 
d. a decimal point. 
20. vVhat 1s the denominator in the decimal .761 
21. Find 5/6 .2! 42. 
22. Th0 subtraher~ 1s 406, the difference is 197. Find the 
minuend. 
u 
23. Give two types of ~proEor fractions. 
24. Name the decimal fraction. 
e.. 90 
b. 5/10 
c. 
·72 
d. 4.<"-~ 
25. F1nd the quotient for 1308 • 12. 
-• 
APPENDIX I II 
TEST SCORES FOR EACH PUPIL IN 
GRADE .. .5 GROUP A 
Arithmetic computation Vocabulary Test 
pupil Intelligence I II quotient Grade Nunlber NU-.'11ber N1.': .. >;iber 
Equivalent right right right 
>-
1 145 7.5 36 64· 21 2 134- 7.5 36 62 18 
3 133 8.5 40 61 17 
1 132 6.6 31 58 15 L' .. . 
r-' 131 7.3 35 52 19 ;; 
,- 129 6.8 3f 55 18 0 ~ 
7 126 5.5 21.~ 57 ~ 8 126 6.2 29 57 
9 12L~ 7 .. 1 34 60 17 10 124 6.4 30 58 19 
11 124 6.2 29 C? 17 "'~ 12 123 5.6 25 58 13 
i~ 123 6.6 31 ~tt 16 122 6.1 28 16 15 121 5.8 26 59 15 
16 121 6.6 31 46 12 
·17 120 6.6 31 51 18 
18 120 5.2 22 59 15 
19 120 6.~ . 30 56 18 20 118 6. 32 56 19 
21 118 5.2 22 ~b 13 22 118 8.0 38 18 
23 118 5.6 25 55 19 
24 118 5.8 26 49 16 
25 117 7.1 34- 53 15 26 117 6.0 27 51 12 
27 116 5.8 26 48 15 
28 116 6.8 32 56 15 
29 115 6.~ 30 SO 11 30 . 115 5. 25 ~ 13 31 112 5.3 23 12 
32 111 6.8 32 47 8 
33 109 8.0 38 52 "5 .J- • 
108 
109 
TEST SCORES FOR EACH PUPIL IN 
GRADE 5 GROUP A (continued) 
Arithmetic computation Vocabulary Test 
pupil Intelligence I II quotient Grade Number Number !Nmber 
Equivalent right right right 
311 109 5.0 21 ,~ 13 / 3~' 108 5.5 24 12 
·'6 108 6.4 30 ~~ 12 :.> 37 104 5.5 24 12 38 103 6.8 32 14 y; 103 5.3 2.3 61 13 
1;_0 102 -4.0 14 50 11 Ll 07 1.{,..8 19 112 10 J"- *,' " 7 
..1 ... 2 95 4.8 19 Lt2 7' 
" 
pupil 
1 
2 
~ 
:> 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
~( 
" 
i~ 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
~~ 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
~ 
36 
37 
38 
~~. 
TEST SCORES FOR EACH PUPIL IN 
GRADE $ GROUP B 
Intelligence 
Arithmetic computation 
quotient Grade NUmber 
Equivalent right 
131 7.$ 36 
129 6.1 28 
129 7.$ 
,f 128 8.8 
126 5.6 25 
123 7.0 33 
123 6·4 30 122 6.~ 30 
120 5.8 26 
119 ~.8 19 119 .6 31 
119 6.4- 30 
118 7.3 35 
1113 5.6 2$ 
117 8.2 39 
116 ~.9 20 116 .8 32 
115 7.1 34-
115 7.0 33 
113 6.6 31 
110 6.8 32 
109 5.8 26 
108 6.4 30 
108 4.9 20 
108 5.0 21 
108 . 3.8 12 
107 6.1 28 
107 4.3 16 
105 4·0 ii 105 4.~ 105 4. 17 
103 $.0 21 
103 5.8 26 
103 ~.9 13 102 1.9 20 
102 5.3 23 
102 4.8 19 
101 5.3 23 
98 4.9 20 
96 4.8 19 
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Vocabulary Test 
I II 
liUmber NUmber 
right right 
i~ 19 17 1$ 
64 19 
60 13 
~ 16 12 11 16 I 52 9 
52 12 So 14 
"5 18 f9 14 ;56 15 
414- 11 
60 13 
48 16 
~1 13 8 t~ 13 12 10 
49 10 
39 8 
tg l~ ,~ 9 
tt~ 11 9 
43 .11 
~~ 11 8 
37 6 
37 7 
~f 9 11 
49 9 
33 7 
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TEST SCORES FOR EAOH PUPIL IN 
GRADE .5 GROUP C 
Arithmetio computation vocabulary Te s t 
pupil Intelligence I II quotient Grade number NUmber Number 
Equivalent right right right 
1 125 6·4 30 54 13 
2 124 8.0 38 
,z 16 ~ 122 . 6.0 27 12 121 6.1 28 53 16 120 8.5 40 59 19 6 120 7.1 ~ 55 20 7 119 8.0 59 22 
8 119 7.3 35 56 i~ 0 118 8.2 39 60 .; 
10 118 6.0 27 50 11t-
11 117 7.1 4~ ~i 13 12 11'"1 8.5 17 
~~ 116 7.0 ~ ~~. 11 .~ 115 7.1 16 ~ .. 
J..;) 11L~ 7.7 3'7 57 1'1 
16 113 6\ 30 44 12 -4-17 112 6.1 28 50 111. 
18 III 6.~ 30 39 12 19 111 6. 31 ~~ 13 20 109 5.5 21.~ 12 
21 108 5.0 21 38 11 
22 107 8.0 38 t~ 13 ~~ 107 4·8 19 12 106 %.1 15 ~ 8 25 106 .2 39 15 
26 106 5.0 21 29 .5 
27 104 5.5 24 33 6 
28 1U3 5.0 21 31 7 
29 102 5.8 26 35 11 
30· 102 6.4 30 35 13 
31 102 5.3 23 ei 9 32 102 5.3 23 11 
M 101 5.0 21 46 ~ 101 0.2 29 ~ " 35 100 5.5 24 4 36 99 5.3 23 7 
!! 
99 r 21 ~d 6 93 :8 ~i ~ 91 .0 .34 
I 86 3.5 10 22 8 
41 I 84 4.1 15 22 5 
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TEST SCORES FOR EACH PUPIL IN 
GRADE .5 GROUP D 
Intelligence 
Arithmetic computation Vocabulary Test 
pupil I II quotient Grade NUmber l..Tu.mber }.Tu!nber 
Equivalent right right right 
1 122 7.3 35 53 18 
2 J.21 6.1 28 51 13 
~ 120 7.0 33 .59 17 120 6.1 28 49 13 118 7.3 35 59 18 
6 118 oel 28 .52 12 
7 115 6.4 30 52 15 
8 113 7.1 ~ .53 18 9 113 7.5 52 17 
10 113 7~1 34 47 17 
11 113 6.6 31 48 15 
12 113 6 .. 2 ~. 53 1'" 0 13 112 7.1 50 17 
Ii.}> 1-: .) 5.3 23 hI 12 .. ""-(;... 1 -~ 112 7~3 35 52 1L' .-? 
- r 16 11:; '"( .. 3 ~5 56 ., fl ) .i. I) 
1'7 112 '7.0 33 .-'6 16 
18 112 S.3 23 49 14 
19 112 5.8 26 51 13 
20 III 6.2 29 60 17 
21 111 8.0 38 61 20 
22 110 6.0 27 45 12 
~, 109 6.8 32 50 17 109 r 22 48 12 25 108 20 
'5 
12 
26 108 5:~ 30 12 27 107 25 43 14 
., 28 107 6.1 28 50 10 
29 106 6.0 27 54 13 
30 104 4.9 20 33 0 ,. 
31 103 3.9 13 27 l~ 32 102 5.8 26 49 
~ 101 5.8 26 L~.7 li 100 4.1 ~ 25 7 35 98 7 .. 1 49 4 36 96 4.0 14 28 5 
-'7 95 3.8 12 44 12 :; 
38 91 3.8 12 22 . .l 
39 85 3.~ 9 17 0 40 81 3. 12 24 4 
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TEST SCORES FOR EACH PuPIL IN 
GRADE 6 GROUP Al 
Arithmetic Computation vocaou~ary Te3t 
pupil Intelligence I II quotient Grade NUmber Number NUmber 
Equivalent right right right 
1 135 10.5 ro 73 24 2 133 8.5 7(J 2l~ , 132 9·4 42 70 23 
130 7.0 Gl· 68 23 5 129 10.5 10 23 6 128 7.7 37 11 22 
7 127 8.0 38 11 21 
8 127 9.4 42 10 23 
9 126 7.5 ~6 65 "" .... .r._"} 
10 i~~ 10.0 43 69 23 11 ~.4 42 66 22 
12 12b. d ~ l~o 66 20 .. ..., 
~ 1 ~ 123 8.0 ~~ 66 24 1.£ 122 10.0 72 23 i5" 121 9~4 4.2 66 21 
16 121 6.l.i. ~g 60 20 17 121 8.5 62 22 
18 121 8.8 41 72 24 
19 120 8.8 41 68 i~ 20 120 1.7 37 56 
21 120 7.1 34 64 24 22 119 8 .. 2 ~ 59 21 23 119 1.5 59 19 
24 119 8.0 38 60 24 
25 119 8.0 4g 68 23 26 118 9~4 65 2 27 116 8.2. ~i 62 28 116 8.8 69 22 
29 114 8.2 ,g 59 21 
30 114- 8.5 51 21 
31 112 10.0 43 64 22 
32 III 8.B 41 57 16 
~~ 110 8.2 39 65 21.t. 109 8.2 ~~ 62 2j 35 108 8.5 59 21 
36 loB 1.7 37 68 19 
37 107 6.1 28 60 15 
38 10}+ 1.7 37 50 15 
;39 102 1.1 34 56 19 
L~O 101 0.4 30 59 17 
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TEST SCORES FOR EACH PUPIL In 
GRADE 6 GROUP Bl 
Intelligence 
Arithmetic Computation Vocabulary Test 
pupil I II quotients Grade NUmber Number NUmber 
Equiva.lent right right right 
1 130 7 .. 7 ~ ~ 24-2 130 8.8 21 ~ 129 11 .. 0 69 22 128 8 • .5 40 67 24-128 10 • .5 ~ 69 ~ 6 126 10 .. 0 67 
7 126 8.0 38 70 21.1-
8 122 8 .. 0 38 66 22 
9 122 7 .. 3 ~i 61 ') ~. --,-10 121 8 .. 8 68 23 
11 I 121 8,,2 ~g 65 2" G 12) 120 8.f, 68 23 
1·3 117 9 .. Lt LL? 57 23 .-14 117 6.8 "'') 60 15 15 117 8 .. 8 ~i 63 25 
16 117 '7.1 34- 59 18 
17 117 9.4 42 67 22 
18 116 10.0 ttt 67 23 19 116 8.8 68 22 
20 iit 5.0 21 .55 21 21 8.2 39 67 U 22 114 8.2 .39 65 
~e 113 8.0 38 ~ 23 112 6.2 29 20 25 112 8.2 .39 60 20 
26 111 8.0 38 63 21 
" 
27 III 7.7 37 57 20 
28 110 9.4 42 / I 20 ~ 29 109 7.3 35 ..., ,.<. 'f 
.30 108 8.2 39' 62 22 
31 107 7.1 34- 61 17 
32 107 7.7 37 58 19 
5~ 107 7 • .5 36 60 18 106 7.5 36 62 21 
35 105 6.8 32 55 17 
36 104 7.5 ~f 61 24 37 103 8.8 53 20 
38 102 7.3 35 59 14 
39 101 7.5 .36 62 16 
40 101 6.2 29 48 14 
Lt.' I 100 503 23 E7 " ... ~ • .J .. ~
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TEST SCORES FOR EACH PUPIL IN 
GRADE 6 GROUP 01 
Arithmetic Computation vocaou~ary Test 
Intelligence ... II pupil J. quotients Grade NUmber r-rumber l~urrber 
Equivalent right right ri[~.ht 
1 122 8 .. 2 3~ ~9 23 2 122 h:~ 22 ") 120 Ro 6t ,.,1, 4 t:.;;.,. 120 8.5 1,0 66 22 J.20 7.5 ..... , ~ '" .. 5 ?t~ " 6 119 9 .. 4 23 
7 lIB 7.5 t6 62 2.3 I 8 118 10.0 46 67 24 I I 9 i '17 0 .. 5 65 21 I .... -10 117 9.,4 42 bo 24 ~ 11 lIS 7.0 33 ~o 16 .-'/ t I ,,) 116 0 .. 2 ':"9 52 22 .l.l_ I 13 116 0\15 Cf', 67 22 I ' .. '",j • I Ih 116 8.[;3 4_1 69 ,,\ ~ .. ::L:4 15 115 8.2 ~g 66 21 16 114 8 r' 63 21 &/ 
17 113 B • .5 40 6)' 25 .,. 
18 113 8.2 39 64- 22 
19 113 0.2 ~ 60 16 20 112 10 • .5 73 24 21 III 7.5 .57 14 22 111 7.0 33 6.5 22 
~~ III 6.8 32 61 20 110 6.8 32 .59 17 
25 .. 109 7.3 3.5 57 20 26 109 7.3 3.5 .56 15 
27 108 7.7 37 61 19 
28 loB 7 • .5 36 68 .... ~ ,--
29 107 6.4 30 .55 16 30 107 7.0 33 54 15 
31 107 8.0 3B 62 18 
32 105 802 39 .56 19 
3( 10.5 7.0 33 50 12 
3:.!- 105 7.0, 33 56 18 35 104 7.5 36 49 13 
36 10L~ B.o 38 b7 22 
37 102 7.5 36 63 20 
38 96 6.1 28 l'b , '"' I.. r -; 
'"9 '. 95 7.1 34 51 14 j' 
40 92 601 28 ~5 20 41 91 6.0 27 47 .5 
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TEST SCORES FOR EACH purru IN 
GHADE 6 GROUP Dl 
Intelligence 
Arithmetic computation vocabulary Test 
pupil I II quotient Grade NUmber NU,..'1lb er N'U .. 'T. be r 
Equivalent right right right 
1 125 8.5 40 62 25 
2 117 8.0 38 66 23 
..... 116 7~7 37 58 19 :> 
~- . 115 7 .. 0 l~ 64· 23 .5 115 8 .. 5 59 19 
6 112 8.2 39 . 59 21 
7 112 8.2 ~~ 61 21 8 112 10 .. 0 61 23 
0 l12 8 .. 2 39 66 19 ,./ 
10 111 7.7 37 64 21 
11 110 8 ') 39 57 ').~ ...... <-Co 
12 ::-1~)9 6.0 27 51 1 1, 
'i-
'1 .-~ 109 8 .. 5 .40 57 10 ;" 109 8 .. 0 38 6}.+ 20 ),5 109 8 .. 8 1.~1 62 19 
16 108 8.2 39 63 19 
17 108 61;6 31 58 H3 
18 108 8.0 38 57 15 
19 108 7 .. 5 36 53 10 
20 107 7.5 36 50 18 
21 lot 8.2 39 58 21 22 10 7.7 37 55 21 
& 101.~ 7.7 37 56 20 103 7.3 ft ~~ 19 25 103 4,,0 12 
26 102 4 .. 4- 17 47 9 27 . 102 6.8 32 35 9 
28 101 5 .. 3 23 h2 17 
29 101 7 .. 3 35 .52 17 
)0 100 7.1 ~I, 56 16 
31 99 8.8 4i 60 21 
32 99 8 .. 2 39 59 21 
~, 99 7.5 36 50 14 98 6.6 31 56 14 
35 98 5.6 25 33 10 
36 97 7.3 35 fl 14 37 97 5.2 22 :9 14 
38 96 5.8 26 40 4 ,~ 95 ,.5 10 31 89 t .0 lJ..f. .... ,J 4 :x~ hI 75 3.5 10 30 .... ~ 
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